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The Digital Ultrasonics Systems Use and System Description
Manual provides a detailed description of the use of the Pri-
mary Ultrasonics Task (PUT) and the Transducer Characterization
System (XC) for the collection, processing and recording of
data received from a pulse-echo ultrasonic system. PUT and XC
were developed for NASA at Marshall Space Flight Center (Con-
tract No. NAS8-33100) to collect and process Ultrasonic signal
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1. INTRODUCTION
The interactive ultrasonic data acquisition and display
systems described herein have been developed by M&S Computing,
Inc., Huntsville, Alabama, for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Non-Destructive Testing Laboratory
located at the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center in Hunts-
ville, Alabama, under Contract NAS8-33100.
This software is supported by the hardware configuration
shown in Figure 1-1, executing on Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion (DEC) PDP- 11/45 and LSI-11 processors which are both run-
ning under the RT-ll single job operating system, version
2C-02 (RT-11SJ V02C-02). The Tektronix graphics terminal pro-
vides extensive operator interaction with input, and modifies
parameters controlling the system's performance. In addition,
the high resolution random-scan graphic capability is utilized
to produce a variety of meaningful displays. The Elsytek array
processor is used to produce forward and inverse Fourier trans-
forms of all or part of the signal data. The Biomation wave-
form recorder is used to record the signal from the ultrasonic
transducer at rates up to 100 MHz. The L:4 I-11 processor con-
trols the scanner through the scanner controller, provides
trigger signals for the ultrasonic pulser and communicates with
the 11/45 through a DR-11C interface.
The two systems described in this document include five
primary functions conunon to many real-time data acquisition
systems. Some of these functions are implemented using the
same code in both systems. These five functions are:
1. Solicitation and acceptance of operator control input.
2. Acquisition of data.
3. Screening of data for further processing.
4. Processing of data or recording of data for post pro-
cessing.
5. Generation of displays of raw and processed data.
Since the last four functions listed above are dependent
on the first to a large degree, a description of the use of the
control inputs, supplemented by an explanation of those opera-
tions not under user control, is sufficient to describe the use
of the system. This approach will be followed in the two sec-










2. USE OF PRIMARY ULTRASONICS TASK (PUT)
PUT provides the capability to acquire, process and display
ultrasonic echo data in a variety of ways. Using this system,
the operator can:
• Perform an X-, Y-scan of a specimen in the test tank.
• Place and delete "Time Windows" to select particular
portions of the data for special processing during a
scan.
• Select a subregion of a displayed scan to be rescanned
at higher resolution.
• Select a point within a displayed scan or subscan to
position the ultrasonic probe for detailed signal
analysis.
a Display all or part of the returned raw signal data.
a Calculate and display all or part of the FF'T of a
selected portion of the ultrasonic signal.
s Perform digital filtering of the FFT with up to eight
frequency windows.
• Calculate and display the inverse FFT.
• Perform signal averaging up to 99 frames of data.
• Compress and record on disk a selected portion of the
signal data contingent upon tripping of an alarm window
in the signal data.
When MNS is executed on the PDP-11145, the PUT control display
will appear on the Tektronix terminal. From this terminal, the
operator may select any of the control options, (SCAN, DISPLAY,	 r
LOOM, etc.) at any time by typing the appropriate character.
The following are the control options currently available:
S - SCAN - Set up data acquisition.
D = DISPLAY - Select calculations and output.
A = AVERAGE - Multiple fraa►es of input data.
Z = ZOOM - Adjust delay, sample internal and display limits
for signal.
W = WINDOW - Place time or frequency windows.
t i
-3-
X - EXAMINE FFT - Adjust display limits on FFT.
T - TRIGGER - Set trigger criteria for Biomation.
V - VIEW - Select subscan or point scan from an existing
threshold plot.
R - RECORD - Set up data recording
E - EXIT - Terminate MNS.
P - PAUSE - Hold current display.




When the Biomation Digital Recorder is under control of
the PUT System, the front panel switches in the trigger section
of the Recorder are disabled. This section is under digital
control and may be accessed by the operator by pressing "T" on
the control terminal.
When TRIGGER control is thus requested, the operator is
prompted to select values for five parameters: Trigger Source,
Trigger Slope, Trigger Coupling, Trigger Level Polarity, and
Trigger Level.
The following example.reflects the necessary trigger set-up
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In the PUT System, selection of parameters which affect
what portion of a signal is to be recorded and what portion of
the recorded signal is to be processed are not under direct
operator control. Instead, the system determines these parame-
ters based upon a single, simple operator input to ZOOM control.
ZOOM control is activated by pressing "Z" on the control
terminal. This causes the system to acquire and display one
frame of raw signal data, to prepare the terminal for graphic
input via the joystick, and to display prompting information
for the required input.
Input consists of positioning the graphic crosshair over
the center of the portion of the displayed signal which is of
interest. The operator then presses "I" to zoom in on this
region or "0" to zoom out. The system uses this input to
determine values for the recording sample interval, recording
delay after trigger, display start time, and display range.
Figures 2-1 through 2-7 demonstrate the operation of ZOOM.
2.3 SCAN Control
PUT provides several sources for data to be processed and
displayed. The data source may be specified by pressing S on
the control terminal. The operator will then be prompted by




0 = SIMULATED DATA
1 = REAL TIME DATA
2 = RECORDED DATA
3 = SAME SCAN
2.3.1 Simulated Data
There are three waveforms available for simulated input:
sine wave, square wave, and spike. These waveforms may be
used to test portions of the processing system. Particularly,
the operator may test the Elsvtec array processor by taking
the FFT of a sine or square wave signal and checking the dis-
played frequency plot for the well known frequency characteris-





0 - SINE WAVE
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When source 0 is selected from the above option display,
the operator is given a second option display:
When SINE or SQUARE waves are selected, the operator is prompted
to input waveform frequency with the joystick. The selected
wave form is stored in the input buffer and may be processed
in the same manner as an input signal.
2.3.2 Real Time Data
Selection of the REAL TIME DATA option (1) from the scanner
control option display specifies that the data come from the
ultrasonic transducer. The pulser unit should be turned on and
set to external trigger mode on its front panel. (More informa-
tion on pulser unit setup may be found in Appeldix Q.) A second
option display is put up on the terminal:
1
SELECT REAL TIME MODE
0 = NO SCAN
1 = SCAN
2 = RESCAN
Selection of the NO SCAN option (0) from this display causes the
probe to remain stationary and a new signal to be acquired from
the same point for each display or averaging cycle. Selection




TOGGLE M, POSITIONd SCANNER TO LOWER LIMIT.
PRESS RESET TO SEND COORDINATES.
POSITION SCANNER TO UPPER LIMIT.
TOGGLE C, PRESS RESET TO SEND COORDINATES.
COMPUTER WILL VERIFY COORDINATE RECEIVED WITH BELL.
The operator should fallow these instructions to input the limits
of the scan. Selection of the RESCAN option in the REAL TIME
option display simply causes the scan limit input to be skipped.
Any previously entered scan limits will be used.
-13-
2.3.3 Recorded Data
When RECORDED DATA (2) is selected from the scanner control
option display, and a recorded data file has previously been
specified and is open, the file is closed, and a message is
generated to inform the-user of the file closure. The user is
also interrogated as to whether a new file should be opened.
Any response other than "Y" terminates the recorded data option
and returns to the primary PUT option display. If "Y" is
entered in response to this query or if no file was open, the
user is prompted to select a file option from the file option
display:
SELECT FILE OPTION
0 - DEFAULT FILE TO "SCRTCH.DAT"
1 - ENTER FILE NAME
2 - USE PREVIOUS FILENAME OF . . .
Option 2 appears only if a filename has been previously specified
in this run. If either option 0 or 2 is selected, an attempt
is made to open the file on DK1 (all data files reside on DK1).
If option 1 is chosen, the system responds with:
ENTER FILENAME
The user should then enter the name of a previously recorded data
file on DK1. The filename format is NNNNNN.XXX. No device name
may be entered. The extension (XXX) must be three characters
long and would normally be "DAT". When the last character of
the extension is entered, an attempt is made to open the file.
In each of the above cases, when the file selected is not found,
a message to that effect is printed, and control is returned to
the file options display. When a filename has been successfully
entered, the file is opened and subsequent data collection cycles
will access data from this file.
2.3.4 Same Scan
When the SAME SCAN option (3) is selected from the Scanner
control option display, the last signal acquired is maintained
in the system for all subsequent displays until another Scanner
control option is selected.
2.4 VIEW Control
Once a threshold scan of a rectangular region has been com-
pleted, it is possible to request multiple subscans of this
region to be performed at higher resolution than the original
scan. Once a subscan of a region is defined, it is possible
to position the Scanner over single points within the subregion
for detailed signal analysis. These functions are performed in
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Upon entry to VIEW control, the following prompt is
displayed:
SELECT VIEW MODE
0 = DEFINE NEW SUBSCAN
1 = DEFINE NEW POINT SCAN
If DEFINE NEW SUBSCAN is selected, then the primary
threshold scan is displayed, the terminal is placed in GRAPHIC
INPUT mode, and a prompt is displayed requesting that two points be
entered to define the subregion for a secondary threshold scan.
If DEFINE NEW POINT SCAN is selected, then the secondary
threshold scan is displayed, the terminal is placed in GRAPHIC
INPUT mode, and a prompt is displayed requesting that a single
point be entered to position the scanner for stationary signal
analysis.
Figures 2-8 and 2-9 are threshold scans from VIEW control.
2.5 DISPLAY Control
There are six graphic displays available within the PUT
system. The operator may choose the display he is interested
in by pressing "D" on the control terminal. In DISPLAY con-
trol, the operator is prompted to select one of the display
types. The type selected becomes the active display and will
be plotted at the end of each data collection cycle. All
scaling, labeling, and calculations necessary to generate the
displays are selected automatically.
Figure 2-10 through 2-15 are examples of each display type.
The first four are typical signal analysis plots. The last two
display the contents of the 64 x 64 scan grids that are used
by VIEW control.
2.6 AVERAGING Control
When data is being acquired from a stationary probe, it is
possible to average the returns from multiple pulses in order
to eliminate random noise. The ECH01 system allows up to 99
pulses to be averaged prior to performing calculations and dis-
play. To select AVERAGING, the operator presses "A" at the con-
trol console. The operator is prompted to enter the rizmber of
scans (pulses) to be averaged. AVERAGING remains in effect
until the operator returns to AVERAGING control and selects
zero or one scans to be averaged.
-17-
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`	 2.7 EXAMINE FFT
When FFT display is selected, the range of frequencies
plotted is a function of the number of points processed. , As
a result of this default, most FFT displays contain more data
than the operator is interested in, and the data the operator
wants is compressed and difficult to read. To solve this Pro-
blem, the PUT System provides a capability similar to ZOOM
which allows the operator to select any portion of the FFT
plot to be displayed.
The EXAMINE capability is accessed by pressing "X" on the
control terminal. This causes the system to acquire one frame
of data, to calculate and display the FFT, to prepare the ter-
minal for graphic input, and to display prompting information
for the required input. As with ZOOM, this input consists of
positioning the graphic crosshair over the center of the region
of interest, then pressing "I" to zoom in on this point or "O"
to zoom out from this point.
Figures 2- 16 through 2-18 demonstrate the use of EXAMINE
to zoom in on a FFT.
2.8 Windows
When "W" is pressed on the control terminal in response







The window control system allows the operator to select specific
portions of the time or frequency data for special processing.
Windows are placed in the displayed data by identifying two
opposite corners with the joystick.
2.8.1 WINDOW FFT
For most types or signal data, an operator will know the
frequency range of his data and the frequencies at which noise
will occur. In the purr system, it is possible to produce an
Inverse FFT signal plot which includes only those frequencies
which the operator is interested in. This capability is pro-
vided through WINDOW FFT which is accessed by pressing "0" on
the terminal when window options are displayed.
-27-
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Selection of type 0 will cause one frame of data to be
collected, the FFT to be calculated and plotted, the terminal
to be initialized for graphic input, and prompt messages to be
displayed. The operator may define up to eight windows.. After
each window is defined, the display is updated and only the
portjo;t^ of the FFT which are within the range of a window are
plotted. Upon leaving WINDOW mode, only the portions of the
FFT within the defined windows are processed by the Inverse
FFT function.
Accurate window placement is possible by using the EXAMINE
FFT function in conjunction with the WINDOW function.
Windows 3x:: automatically deleted when ZOOM is requested.
Individual winc • m:s a-e deleted in WINDOW mode by identifying a
window corner with t;e crosshair and pressing "DELETE" on the
keyboard. Figur.;s 2-19 through 2-26 are examples of the use of
frequency WINDOW modes.
2.8.2 Time Windows
When window type 1 is selected, the system calls upon the
time window placement routines to accept entry and deletion of
windows in the raw data. This group of subroutines provides
the capability to apply special processing to selected portions
of the raw data in real time. The operator is allowed to enter
points using the joystick and keyboard to define the region and
type of processing to be performed. The requested processing
is then done by other modules which reference the time window
data in common. This system may be easily expanded to provide
input for any new time windowed functions to be added in the
future. The windows presently provided are:
Type No. IL' Description
0 N/A Inactive window
1 @ Any - Out (AO) alarm window
2 - No - Out (NO) alarm window
3 R Recording Window
4 T Raw data threshold window
5 F Front surface window
6 P Peak-In (PI) alarm window
A detailed description of the function of each of these time
windows is found on the following pages.
-36-
Tape 0: Inactive Window
Type zero windows exist merely to fill up the unused
window slots in the data structure to inhibit the plotting of
spurious and meaningless windows. 	 PI'?'Pt)r),'t'IP`i.IT1' (??' '^;^1:
MCL
Type 1: Any - Out (AO) Alarm window
The AO alarm window, like the other alarm windows, is pro-
cessed by the routine SEARCH. When any data point within the
domain of an AO alarm window falls outside of the limits set
as the range of the window, an alarm flag is set and a point
is set in the display, indicating a flaw at the coordinates
from which this data was collected. If recording is selected,
the setting of the alarm flag causes recording to take place.
Figure 2-29 demonstrates placement of the AO M window.
Type 2: No - Out (NO) Alarm Window
The NO alarm window is processed in the same manner as the
AO window above. In this case, the alarm flag is set if no
data point in the domain of the window falls outside the range
of the window. This window is typically used to detect the
loss of back surface return. Figure 2-30 shows placement of
the NO (-) window.
Type 3: RE ording Window
This window is used to define the time domain of the data
to be recorded. When recording has been selected and the alarm
flag is set, the data within the time limits of the recording
window is recorded. The range of this window (the Y-axis of the
display) has no effect on its function and is retained only for
the purpose of displaying the window.
Tie 4: Raw Data Threshold Window	 -
The raw data threshold window is processed by the sub-
routine RDT. It functions only to effect the displayed data
and does not act as an alarm window. Any data point within
the domain of this window which does not exceed the upper
limit of the window (the high Y-limit on the display) is set
equal to the upper limiting value. This simulates a function
of conventional ultrasonic equipment, and is intended for use
in the no-scan or point scan modes. Figures 2-32 and 2-33
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Tvpe 5: Front Surface Window
The front surface window is processed by SEARCH to provide
the capability of scanning a nonlevel specimen. The processing
of this window results in an offset being applied to all time
windows sufficient to cause the highest value in the domain of
the front surface window to fall in the center in the domain of
that window. If no data point within the domain of the front
surface window ex.,eeds the lower threshold of its range (the
low Y-value on the display), the time window offset is not
altered. This provides protection against the erroneous move-
ment of the time windows if the front surface return is momen-
tarily lost due to a hole in the upper surface of the specimen
or to scanning off the edge of the specimen. Figure 2-28
demonstrates placement of the F window.
Type 6: Peak-In (PI) Alarm Window
The PI alarm window is processed in the same manner as the
AO and NO alarm windows. If the highest data value within the
domain of this window falls between the range limits of the win-
dow, the alarm flag is set.
)I )I-(' ? II. T TY- 0P 1':I^;
2.8.3 Use of Time Windows
Proper use of the time windows is essential for effective
system operation. All time windows except the raw data threshold
window are processed in the real-time data loop when a scan is
being performed. Windows should be used as sparingly a& possible
if fast operation is desired. No more windows should be placed
than are necessary to accommodate the desired functions. The
windows which are placed should be as short (on the time axis)
as possible.
The time window type is given by the key used to enter the
first point defining the window. A window may be deleted by
placing the crosshairs within the window and pressing "DELETE".
A window in which the cursor is located will be flashed. If the
wrong window is flashed, the deletion may be rejected by press-
ing any key other than "DELETE". If the cursor is within
several windows, the first one flashes: may not be the one whose
deletion is desired. Simply reject flashed windows until the
correct one is flashed and then press "DELETE" a second time to




When the system is prepared for primary option selection
and "R" is pressed on the control terminal, the recording




0 - TURN ON RECORDING
1 - TURN OFF RECORDING
2 - CLOSE ACTIVE FILE AND TURN RECORDING OFF
3 - OPEN NEW FILE
4 -- RETURN TO CONTROL DISPLAY
If "0" is pressed at this point, recording is turned on. Before
this is done, a file should have been opened.
Selection of the "1" option will turn recording off. If
a file is open it remains open.
Selection of option "2" will cause the active file, if any,
to be closed and recording to be turned off.
Selection of option "3" will cause the file option display
to be shown on the terminal.
3
SELECT FILE OPTION
0 - DEFAULT FILE TO "SCRTCH.DAT"
1 - ENTER FILENAME
2 - USE PREVIOUS FILENAME OF . . .
Option 2 appears only if a filename has been previously speci-
fied in this run. If either option 0 or 2 is selected, an
attempt is made to open the file on DK1. If option 1 is chosen,
the system responds with:
ENTER FILENAME
The user should then enter the name of the file in which the
data is to be recorded. The filename format is NNNNNN.XXX.
No device name may be entered. The extension (XXA'*) must be
three characters long and would normally be ".DAT". When the
last character of the extension is entered, and attempt is made
to open the file. In each of the above cases, when an attempt
is made to open a file, a check is first made to see if a file
by that name already exists. If the file exists, a message to
that effect is displayed and the operator is asked if the exist-
ing file should be deleted. If the answer is not "Y", the file-
name is rejected and another filename is requested by returning






Selection of option 0 4" will cause the primary option list
to be displayed and terminates recording setup.
2.10 Special Function Keys
Three keys on the Tektronix terminal perform special func-
tions which are essentially independent of the option list dis-
played on the terminal and the current activities of the task.
Kew!, 	 Description
ESCAPE	 Causes the current activity to be interrupted and
the primary option list to be displayed.
cntrl Q Sends a "stop scanner" command to the LSI-11. If
in the midst of a scan, the remainder of the raw
will be skipped and processing will continue on
the next row.
Cntrl R Sends a "reset" to the LSI-11. Any active scan
command is aborted. OF ^'1I;;
Note 1: CntrZ Q and Cntrl R cannot transmit the indicated scan command when
some other co municaticn is in progress. It may be necessary to
press them several times to get the indicated result.
Note 2: If an "encode on reset" eormand has been issued (to aZlom entry of
'•	 corners of scan), pressing CNTRL Q will have the same effect as
pressing the reset button on the remote control'unit.'
W,
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3. USE OF THE TRANSDUCER CHARACTERIZATION TASK (XC)
XC provides the capability to acquire ultrasonic echo data
from a one-inch square area at maximum resolution and to.display
this data in contour line form. It is intended to be used to
scan a point reflector (small steel ball) to produce plots of
transducer beam intensity in a plane. Using this system, the
operator can:
w Perform an X-, Y-scan of a one-inch square region with
an increment of ten thousandths of an inch.
s Place and delete a time window to select that portion
of the signal which is to be processed.
• Display all or part of the raw signal data from a
	 +
single point.
• Display contour line plots of 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent
of peak signal.
When XC is executed on the PDP 11/45, the XC control display
will appear on the Tektronix terminal. From this terminal, the
operator may select any of the control options at any time by
selecting the appropriate character. The following are the con-
trol options currently available:
S - SCAN - Set up data acquisition
D - DISPLAY - Selects plot type.
Z - ZOOM - Adjust delay, sample interval and display limits
for signal.
W - WINDOW - Place tune window to select portion of signal
to be processed.
T - TRIGGER - Set trigger criteria for Biomation.
I - INPUT CONTROL - Set Biomation input range parameters.
B = BALL IDENTIFICATION - Accept ball I.D. for use on plots.
X = TRANSDUCER IDENTIFICATION - accept transducer identi-
fication number for plots.
E = EXIT - terminate system operation.
P - PAUSE - Hold current display.
G = ^iO - Begin or continue processing.
-48-





XC provides two sources for data to be processed and dis-
played. The data source may be specified by pressing "S" on
the control terminal. The operator will then be prompted to




1 - t •AL TIME DATA
2 - RECORDED DATA
3.3.1 Real Time Data
Selection of the REAL TIME DATA option (1) in response
to the scanner control option display specifies that the data
come from the ultrasonic transducer. The pulser unit should
be turned on and set to external trigger mode on its front
panel. (Refer to Appendix Q for details of pulser and receiver
setup.) A second option display is generated:
1
SELECT REAL TIME MODE
0 - NO SCAN
1 - SCAN
Selection of the NO SCAN option (0) from this display causes
the probe to remain stationary and a new signal to be acquired
from the same point for each display cycle. Selection of the
SCAN option (1) causes the display of the fc.)llowing message:
POSITION SCANNER DIRECTLY OVF;R BALL
PRESS RESET TO SEND COORDINATES
BELL WILL SOUND
The operator should follow these instructions to enter the cen-
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.r	 3.3.2 Recorded Data
Processing of recorded data is not currently supported.
Selection of option "2" from the scanner control option list
causes no action to be taken and should not be used.
3.4 DISPLAY Control
There are two graphic displays available within the XC
system. The operator may choose a display by pressing "U"
on the control terminal. The Display Control option list is




0 = RAW DATA
1 = TOTAL SCAN
Selection of option 11 0" causes the raw signal data to be dis-
played on each display cycle. Th.s is primarily used to facili-
tate setup procedures. (See Figure 2-10 for example of raw
data display). Selection of option "1" causes the contour plot
display of the total scan to be displayed at the completion cf
a scan. The operator is asked to specify labeling procedure




j^^.^:^'i, _,31! 	 OF T _ '''
0 - LABEL ALL LINES
1 - OMIT LABELS ON ISOLATED POINTS
2 - OMIT LABELS
The selected labeling conversion will apply to the contour line
plots. Figures 3-1 through 3-5 are contour line plots from a
two-inch focus transducer.
3.5 Windows
When "W" is pressed on the control terminal in response to
the preimary option display, the system calls upon the time
window placement routines to accept entry and deletion of win-
dows in the raw data. (See Section 2.8.2 for details of win-
dow entry and deletion). Although all window types may be
planed, the only window processed by XC is the "R'' window.
This window should be placed so that it encloses the front
surface return from the ball. Prior to placement of the window,
ZOOM should be used to zoom in on the front surface signal.
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.^	 3.6 Input Control
Input control parameters may be specified by pressing "I"
on the control terminal. The system responds with a series of
options to allow the operator to select:
• Manual or Digital control of recorder channel A.
• Input coupling OFF/AC/DC.
• Input Range.
• Input auto-ranging OFF/ON.
Auto-ranging causes the input range to be changed whenever the
peak in the "R" window exceeds 110. (out of 127.), or falls
below 30.
3.7 Ball Identification
When "B" is pressed on the control. terminal, the system
responds with a message soliciting the input of a si^G, gharacter; ,1- ; , , ; ;Ii,
ball I.D. This is used on the contour plots and will'be4do^^rd6c
with scan data when recording capability is develope^Y '' 4L '­ ' 1 '	 ' `''`'
3.8 Transducer Identification
When "X" is pressed on the control terminal, the system
solicits the input of a transducer I.D. This is shown on the
contour plots and will be recorded with scan data.




4.0 USE OF DATA INDEXING AND EXTRACTION SYSTEMS (DIND/PEX)
The Data Indexing (DIND) and Point Extraction (PEX) systems
provide essential utility services to post-processing programs
which access the recorded signal data. DIND generates an index
of the recorded data which is used by PEX to obtain particular
signal samples for post-processing.
4.1 DIND - Data Indexing System
The data indexing system was developed to provide an index
of individual data points in the data file of a scan. This index
is used by PEX to facilitate rapid location of requested data
points. The structure of the index limits it to indexing 2880
points from a single scan.
When DIND is run, it returns a prompt. The user must enter
a command string of the standard form:
DDD:NNNNNN.XXX=DD:NNNNNN.XXX
Where:
ODD is a device specification
NNNNNN is a filename
XXX is an extension
Default extensions are .DAT and .IND for the input and output
files respectively. Default device is DKO as usual. Examples:
*A=A
Will generate an index file DKG:A.IND
from the data file DKO:A.DAT.
*DK1:B=DK1:B
Will generate an index file DK1:B.IND
from the data file DK1:B.DAT.
4.2 PEX - Point Extraction Subsystem
The point extraction subsystem was developed to provide an
easily used system by which individual data points may be
extracted from a recorded scan. This package will be used by
programs which perform synthetic aperture processing, pattern
recognition, and other data reduction tasks.
PEX provides two entry points which provide the capability
to initialize the system and extract specified data points.
e
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Entry point PEXI is called to initialize the point extraction
system. Before PEXI is called, an index file generated by RIND
should be opened on channel (or LUN) 3. If an invalid index file
is supplied, or none, PEXI will print an error message on the
console and exit. Warnings may be printed indicating other non-
fatal errors. Upon return from PEXI, variables HXS, HYS, STYP
and SINCR, described below, contain a description of the scan.
The data file being read will be open on channel 2.
Entry point PEX is called to extract a single data point.
The coordinates of the requested point must be specified in XS
and YS prior to calling PEX. Upon return, DSTAT indicates whether
or not the point was found. If DSTAT is zero, the requested data
is in IBUF. TWDLY, FLIPS, STARTX, and STOPX will contain updated
values.
All data passed between the calling program and the PEX sub-
system is passed in the common area EXDCOM. This common area is
described in Table P-1.





0 STYP Scan type 0-alligned scan, 1-offset scan*
1 DSTAT Data status O-data found, >O-data not
found, <O-error
2 XS Requested X coordinate
3 YS Requested Y coordinate
4 TWDLY Number of time units between triggering of
recorder (main bang) and start of IBUF.
5 FOPS Duration of data sample (x lOns.)
6 SINCR Scan increment in thousandths of an inch
7 STARTX Start of valid data in IBUF*
8 STOPX End of valid data in IBUF**
9 HXS High X of scan
10 HYS High Y of scan
11-1.5 SPARES
16 IBUF	 (2048) Data Buffer, packed bytes
* For offset scans, data in add numbered rows is shifted up 112 increment.
** Data before STARTX or after STOPX will be wero.
Note: Coordinates are specified relative to the origin of the scan in
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The Primary ultrasonics task (PUT) consists of 62 Pro gram modules.
Nine of these are described in the tlsvtec MFFT-11 user's manual. Eight
of these are in the Biomation control routines Packa ge and are described
elsewhere. The remaining 45 molules are described in this appendix.
They are listed below in the order in which the y will be described.
AVGR	 Averages several si gnals collected at one Point
?2AO	 Binary to ASCII octal conve^sion
881	 Gets data from Biomation 8100






Initializes RCDCOM and enables'interupts
BSETUP	 Biomation set up routine
CALC	 Performs calculations an si gnal data
CNTRL
	 Operator input and control routine
CONDSF	 Console dis p lay routine
DISPLA	 Displays data on g ra phics terminal	 ('iti •i.^:'!!.
DSETUP	 Recording setu p routine
DUMP	 Provides core dumps
FCLOSE	 Closes files
FNAMIN	 Inputs filenames
FPLOT	 Function Plot module
FWINDO	 Frequency window input routine
IENCDE	 Binary to ASCII decimal conversion
LSIINT	 Interupt service for LSI-11
MNS	 Driver routine
PAXIS
	 Plot axis generation routine
PLTW	 Plots time windows
PSCALE	 Calculates Plot Parameters
RDT	 Raw data thresholding
RECORD	 Compresses-and records si gnal data
RKMOD
	 Disk utility routines
SO	 Source zero (simulated data) set up routine
S1	 Source one (real-time data) set u p routine
S2	 Source two (recorded data) set u p
 routine
SCAN	 Sends scan commands to LSI-11
SCAND
	
Reads data from disk and expands it
SCNDSP	 Dsplays scan results






TWINDO	 Time window in put module
UNPACK	 Packs and un packs data
VIEW	 Sets up subscans and Point scans
6INT	 Time window in put routine
WPH	 Writes Point headers to disk
URTBUF	 Writes GUTBUF to disk
WSH	 Writes scan headers
XAMIN	 Zoos in and out on fre quenc y data
ZOOM	 Selects Portion of raw data for display
A-1
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Module: AVGR - si gnal averaging
Lan guage : Macro-11
Called Bv: MNS
Calling Seauence: CALL AVGR
External References: Commons
IBUF - incomin g data common
Item	 access	 desciietioo
IBUF	 r/w	 Raw data buffer
NTRCOM - inter-module common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
MDATA	 r/w	 Accumulated data buffer
IREPT	 r/w	 Number of points to be avera ged -1
REPKNT	 r/w	 Current Point number
Functional Description:
When IREPT = 0+ no action is taken. When IREPT 0 0 and REPKNT =
0. IBUF is transfered to MDATA. When IREPT 9 REPKNT and both are g re-
ater than zero 0, IBUF is added to MDATA. When IREPT = REPKNT 0 0,
IBUF is added to MDATA which is then devided bw IREPT+1 and Placed in
IBUF. This has the effect of avera ging IREPT+1 Points.
A-2
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Module: B2AO - binary to ASCII octal conversion
Language: Macro-11
Called By : DUMPS DUMPXC
Callin g Seauence: CALL B2AO(VALUEf OBUF)
where:
VALUE is the word to be converted
OBUF is the buffer where the 6 ASCII characters are to be placed.
junctional Description:
B2A0 converts one 16 bit word into a 6 b yte ASCII rep resentation of
the unsigned octal value of that word.
A-3
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Called BY: SCAN, RTL
Calling Sequence: CALL B8100
External References: Commons
IBUF - incomin g data common
Item
	 access	 descriation
IDTM	 ro	 Data transfer mode
IERR	 r/w	 Return error cadet negative it no error
IBUF	 r/w	 Raw data buffer
External References: I/O Registers
address access descrietion
164040 r/w CSR for Biomation interface
164042 wo Control register
164044 wo lord count register
164046 wo Buffer address
164052 ro Read data/status
272 wo Program done interupt status
274 wo NPR done or error vector




	FLGT	 Tests flag bit in CSR for command acceptance
Functional Description:
B81 initiats the NPR data transfer from the Biomation 8100 waveform
recorder. If sin g le word transfer is requested, the data is si gn ex-
tended bw B81. If double word transfer is re quested, the data is left
in byte packed form.
A-4
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Module: BATDLY - are and tri gger commands
Language: Macro-11
Entry Points: ADLY and TDLY
Called B y : BSETUP
Calling Seauence: CALL ADLY(CTRGP ► DLY1)
or CALL TDLY(CTRGP,DLY1)
Where: CTRGP is the control group
DLY1 is arra y of control parameters
Functional Description:
ADLY/TDLY sets the ARM/TRIGGER dela y and level magnitude if these
are selected for di gital control.
Entry Points: ACMD and TCMD
Called By : BSETUP
Calling Seauence: CALL ADMD(CTRGP ► MODE)
CALL TCMD(CTRGPPMODE)
Where: CTRGP is the control group mask
MODE is an array of control parameters "T "i"^` O'CIiILI
Functional Description:
ACMD/TCMD sets the node p sourcer in put source and coup ling for the
ARM/TRIGGER si gnal to the Biomation. If these are not selected for di-
gital controlr this action has no effect.
Entry Points: ARM and TRIGGER
Called By : BSETUPP PNE, SCAN
Calling Seauence:	 CALL ARM
CALL TRIGGER
External References: I/O Registers
address
	 access	 descrirtioo
164042	 wo	 Commands to Biomation
External References: Subroutines
name	 descrietioa
FLGT	 Tests the flag bit in the control resister for command
acceptance
Functional Description:
ARM/TRIGGER sends an ARM/TRIGGER command to the donation which re-
sults in the arming or tri ggering of the unit regardless of the selected
ARM/TRIGGER source.
A-5
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Called Bw: MNSP	 CNTRL
Calling Seauence: CALL BEGIN
External References: Commons
SCNCOM - scan common
Item access descristiao
SOURCE wo Data source
SRCHTP wo Search type
TX1 wo Low X coordinate of total scan
TY1 wo Low Y coordinate of total scan
TX2 wo High X coordinate of total scan
TY2 wo High Y coordinate of total scan
SBUF wo Subscan bit map of flaws
TBUF wo Total scan bit map of flaws
STATUS wo Status of scan
NUMPNT wo Maximum number of points on X axis of scan
DXMIN wo Minimum increment of scan
CALCOM - calculations common
Item	 access	 desctietiao
KOSINE	 wo	 Table of cosine values
FWND	 wo	 Frequency windows
FMD	 wo	 Window active flags
NTRCOM - inter-module common
Item	 access	 desctietiao
STARTX	 wo	 Beginning of data for display
STOPX	 wo	 End of dis p layed data
FSTART	 wo	 Beginning of freouencv data for displaw
FSTOP	 wo	 End of freouencv data for display
RENTR2	 wo	 2nd op tion to be selected on reentrw to CNTRL
FWACT	 wo	 Freouencv windowin g active flag
IACT	 wo	 Interpolation active flag
DSPCOM - dis p law common
Item	 access	 desctigtino
DTYPE	 wo	 Display type
MINX	 wo	 Minimum of data domain
MAXX	 wo	 Maximum of fiata domain
ATPARA - Biomation common
Item access descti2tioo
ADLY1 wo MSD of arm delay
TDLY1 wo MSD of tri gger delay
ADLY2 wo 2nd di g it of arm delaw
TDLY2 wo 2nd di g it of tri gger delay
ALEV1 wo MSD of arm level magnitude
TLEV1 wo MSD of tri gg er level magnitude
ALEV2 wo MSD of arm level magnitude
AMORE wo Arm mode Input/Auto
TMr1 DE wo Trigger mode
ASRC wo Arm source
TSRC wo Trigger source
TSLOP wo Trigger slope
A-6
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TCOUP wo	 Trigger coupling
ACNT wo	 Arm control
•-	 TCNT wo	 Trigger control
ASEL wo	 Channel A selected flag
BCNTR wo	 Channel B control
AAPC wo	 Channel A positive coupling
ABPC wo	 Channel B positive coupling
AAMC wo	 Channel A ne gative coupling
ABMC wo	 Channel B ne gative coupling
ARNO wo	 Channel A in put range
ACHM wo	 Channel A mode Off/Input
BCHM wo	 Channel B mode
APOL wo	 Channel A Polaritv
IBUF - incoming data common
Item access	 descrietiac
IUTS wo	 Sample rate units
IRNO wo	 Sample rate range
ITYP wo	 Interupt mode
II1 TM wo	 Data transfer mode
MODE wo	 Output mode
IWDSTR wo	 Word start value
ISTREC wo	 Start recordin g value
External References *' Subroutines
name descriation
SCSI Forms cosine table
BEGINI Initializes RCDCOM
Functional Description:
BEGIN sets common areas to their initial state.
A-7
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Module: BEGINI - initializes RCDCOM
Language: Macro-11
Called By : BEGIN
Calling Senuence: CALL BEGINI
External References: Commons
RCDCOM - recordin g common
Ices access descrietioo
RON wo Recording on flag
FBPNTR wo File block Poi-ter
FBUF wo File name bufi'er
FSTAT wo File status
FSTATI wo Device full flag
CHNUM wo Active channel number
BLKNUM wo Current block number in file
THXCD wo Threshold exceeded flag
OBPN`fR wo OUTBUF Pointer
XDCRID wo Transducer Identification
SMPLID wo Sample Identification
READYI wo Buffer 1 busy
 flag
READY wo Buffer 2 bus y flag
BPNTR wo Buffer pointer
BUFEND wo End of active buffer
CRPNTR wo Completion routine Pointer
RSTART we Start of data to be recorded
RSTOP wo End of data to be recorded
OUTBUF wo Compressed data buffer.
DSPCOM - disp lay common
Item access, descrietioo
TWNDT wo Time window types
WTP wo Window type
External References: I/O Registers
address access	 descriatioc
344	 wo	 LSI-il interu pt vector
346	 wo	 LSI-11 interu pt Priority
167740	 wo	 CSR for LSI-11 interface
External References: Files/LUNS
LUN aciiocs descri2tiao
All P	 All channels are purged b y .SRESET
Functional Description:
BEGINI initializes RCDCOM and the time windows in DSPCOM. All in-
terupts are enabled and all channels Purged.
A-8
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Module: BSETUP - Biomation set u p routine
Lan guage: Macro-11
Called Bu' MNS
Calling Seouence: CALL BSETUP
External References: Subroutines
ATPARA - Biomation common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
All	 ro	 All ATPARA words are referenced b y BSETUP to
set up the Biomation
IBUF - incoming data common
Item	 access	 descrietian
IUTS	 ro	 Sample duration units
IRNG	 ro	 Sample duration range
MODE	 ro	 Output mode of Biomation
ISTREC	 ro	 Start recording value
IEDREC	 ro	 End recordin g value
External References: Subroutines
name	 descri2tion
SETCA	 Set channel A in put coupling
SETIA	 Set channel A input offset
SETCA	 Set channel A in put mode
SETCB	 Set channel B in put coupling
SETIB	 Set channel B in put offset
SETMB	 Set channel B in put mode
OUTM	 Set output mode
RECDM	 Set record mode
ADLY	 Set arm delay
ACMD	 Set arm coup ling r moder source and slope
TDLY	 Set tri gger delay
TCMD	 Set tri gger coupling s moiler source and slope
ARM	 Arms Biomation
Functional Description:
BSETUP sets u p the Biomation waveform recorder as indicated in the
common area ATPARA. The unit is also armed.
A-9
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Module'$ CALC - calculations routine
Language! Macro-11
Called By : MNS
Callin g Seeuence'$ CALL CALC
External References! Commons
IBUF - incomin g data common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
IBUF	 r/w	 Raw data buffer




r/w	 Calculated data buffer
MD	 r/w	 Scaling factor for MDATA
STARTX	 ro	 Begining of data for display
FWACT	 ro	 Freauency window active flag
CALCOM - calculation common
Item	 access	 descristioo
KOSINE	 ro	 Table of cosine values
IFFT	 ro	 Inverse FFT flag
FWND	 ro	 Freouencv windows
External References! Global Varibles
Item	 access	 descriation
ACUMHI	 wo	 MFFT hardware register
ACUMLO	 wo	 MFFT hardware register
MWDCT	 wo	 dumber of elements to process
CTABL
	
wo	 Control table for Elsytec
TAD	 wo	 Temporary area address
LTMP	 wo	 Length of temporary area in bytes
INVFG
	





FN1	 Calls Elsutec hardware functions
CFT	 Performs forward and inverse FFTs
CTO	 Converts for all-real data
CMCS	 Calculates ma gnitudes of comp lex arrays
Functional Description!
CALC performs FFTsr inverse FFTsr and windowin g calculations as re-
auested b y various common flags.
A-10
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Calling Seouence: CALL CNTRL
External References: Commons
TEKCOM - Tektronix common
Item	 access	 descrieiioc
ICHBUF	 r/w	 Input character buffer
LBLUP	 ro	 Label up flag
NTRCOM - inter-module common
Item access descrietioo
IEXIT wo Task exit re quest flag
RENTR r/w 1st option to be selected on reentr y to CNTRL
STARTX ro Beginning of data for dis p lay in IBUF
STOPX ro End of data for display
RENTR2 r/w 2nd option (suboption) to be selected on
reentry to CNTRL
FWACT wo Freouency windowing active flag
SSACT r/w Same scan active flag
IREPT r/w Repeat count (total)
` REPKNT wo Current	 repeat count	 ;, i ;F '.'' i `I ^' ' ^W - i
DSPCOM - disp lay common
Item access descrietioo
DTYPE r/w Display type
MINX r/w Minimum of data range
MAXX r/w Maximum of data range
XLO r/w X axis mimimum in data units
XHI r/w X axis maximum in data units
YLO wo Y axis minimum in data units
YHI wo Y axis maximum in data units
TWND ro Time windows
TWNDT ro Time window t ypes	 .
CALCOM - calculation common
Item access descrietino
IFFT we Inverse FFT re quest flag
SCNCOM - scan common	 •'
item access descristioo
SOURCE r/w Data source
SRCHTP wo Search type
STATUS wo Status of scan
I	 RCDCOM - recording common
Item access descrietioo
G	 WCHNUM ro Write channel number
RCHNUM ro Read channel number
RSTART wo Beginning of data in IBUF to be recorded





WCHNUM	 Write channel (used in .WAIT)
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RCHNUM c	 Read channel
External References: Subroutines
name dmsctimtion
BEGIN Initializes common areas
CHOUT Outputs messages to terminal
DSETUP Sets up for recording
DUMP Provides core dumps
ERASE Erases Tektronix screen
F ECIOSE Closes com p ressed data files
FWINDO Freouencv windowing routine
HOME Homes cursor on terminal
SO Source zero	 (simulated)	 setup routine
S1 Source one (real time) setup routine
32 Source two (recorded) setup routine
TC Trigger control routine
TWINDO Time window input module
VIEW Subscan definition
XAMIN Adjusts viewing window for FFT
XDUCER Get transducer characteristics
ZOOM Adjusts viewing window for raw data
Functioal Description!
CNTRL solicits and acce pts input from the o perator at the Tektronix
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Module: CONDSP - console disp lay routine
•	 Language: Macro-11
Called By : any or all modules
Calling Seauence: CALL CONOSP
External References: Commons
CONDSP may access an y word of an y common in the swstem.	 Any ad-
dress in memory maw also be accessed.
Functioal Description:
CNDSPX is a routine to dis p lay any desired data on the console
while MNS is runnin g , The condition of the switch re g ister determines
what is to be displayed. There are two modes of operation!
I,	 Common Mode
Bits 13-13 determine which common is to be dis p layed.	 These are
listed below:
	
0)	 DBOCOM - Debug common
1) SCNCOM - Scan common
2) XCCOM - Transducer common
3) NTRCOM - Intre routine common
	
<)	 IBUF	 - Data buffer common	 Olii(ii\.1^:
	3)	 DSPCOM - Disp lay common
	
o)	 ATPARA - Biomation common
	
?)	 RCDCOM - Record common
Bits 0-12 determine the offset in the selected common;	 This is
always a word offset (even numbers onlw).
II, Absolute Mode
If bit 0 is set (number is odd)p the word displayed is at the abso-
lute address indicated b y the switches minus one.
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Called By : MNS
Calling Seauenct: CALL DISPLA
External References: Commons
IBUF - incomin g data common
lies
	 access	 desctiation
TOLY1	 ro	 MSD of tri gger delay
T3LY2	 ro	 2nd di g it of tri gger delay
TDLY3	 ro	 LSD of tri gger delay
DSPCOM - dis p la y common
ILeo access descririioc
DTYPE ro Display type
MINX r/w Minimum of data range
MAXX r/w Maximum of data range
NDBX wo Number of di g its behind decimal on X tic marks
NDBY wo Number of di g its behind decimal on Y tic marks
NTRCOM - inter-module common
Item access desctisiioc
MDA1A ro Freauency data
MD ro MDATA scaling factor
STARTX ro Beginning of data in IBUF for display
STOPX ro End of data in IBUF for display
FSTART ro Beginning of freauenc y data for display
FSTOP ro End of freouencv data for display
FYACT ro Freauencv windowin g active flag
IACT r/w Interpolation active flag
XACT ro Limited FFT dis p lay active
SSACT ro Same scan active
IREPT ro Number of Points averaged
External References: Subroutines
name desctietioo
ALPHA Puts Tektronix in al pha mode
CHOUT Outputs messa ges to the terminal
ERASE Erases Tektronix screen
FPLOT Plots functions out of memory
IPLOT Plots individual Points and lines
PRTH Prints horixorital y on terminal
PRTV Prints verticalw
SCNDSP Display scan data on terminal
Functional Description:
DISPLA dis play s the si gnal data in several forms. Dis p lay options
which may be selected Provide capabilit y to Plot raw datav freauencu
datar or flaw data from a scan.
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Module: DSETUP - data file set u p routine
Lan guage: Macro-11
Called Bv: CNTRL
Calling Seauence: CALL DSETUP
External References: Commons
TEKCOM - Tektronix common
Item	 access	 descriatioo
ICHBUF	 ro	 Input character buffer











File status: 0 is new filew 1 is old















Homes cursor on Tektronix terminal
Out puts characters to terminal
In p uts filename and checks for existence
Op ens active file via .ENTER
Writes buffer to disk and closes file
Sends cariage return/line #z"
Functional Description:
DSETUP is called bu CNTRL in res ponce to a recordin g reauest (R).
An option disp lay is put up which allows the operator to select one of
five options:
0-TURN RECORDING ON
Selection of this option causes RON to be set to 1 which will cause re-
cordin g to the active file to be gin when a scan is started.
1-TURN RECORDING OFF
Selection of this option clears RON and p revents and data recording.
'-CLOSE ACTIVE FILE AND TURN RECORDING OFF
Selection of this o p tion clears RON and closes the active file after
writin g cut anv data remaining in the buffer.
3-OPEN NEW FILE
Felection of this o p tion causes FNA(41N to be called . The selection of
a new filename or use of a default name is allowed.
4- RETURN '0 C3rITROL DISPLAY
The g rogram returns to CNTRL without takin g any further action.
A-LS
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Module' DUMP - p rovides core dumps
Lantuage'Macro-11
Called Bw' CNTRXC
Calling Seouence' CALL DUMP
Eternal References' Commons
DUMP maw access anw word of anw common in the s ystem. Ann address
in memory maw also be accessed.
External References' Subroutines
name	 descrietioc




HOME	 Homes cursor on Tektronix
CHOUT	 Outputs messa ges to Tektronix
CRLF	 Sends carriage return/line feed to terminal
Functioal Description'
DUMP p rompts the user and waits for a Particular common area or
memory region to be selected. The specified region is dumped on the
system console in octal words.
i
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Module *' FCLOSE - closes new files o pen for output
Langua ge! Macrc-11
Called Bw: CNTRLe DSETUP
Callin g
 Seouence: CALL FCLOSE
External References: Commons




FBPNTR	 r/w	 File block pointer, O=no file
WCHNUM	 ro	 Write channel number
CBPNTR
	 r/w	 Index into OUTBUF
BHI1	 ro	 Buffer number 1 hi gh address
BPNTR	 ro	 Pointer to buffer status words (0/2)
External References: Subroutines
Dame	 description
WRTBUF	 Write buffer out to disk
Functional Description:
FCLOSE closes files open on the channel desi gnated in WCHNUM after
writing out data buffers. An end of scan record is iaserted l .^ gfp r ; 1 Q:'. ':1TY "^ ''
buffer is written to disk.
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Module* FNAMIN - file name input routine
Language* Macro-11
Called By*
Calling Seauence: CALL FNAMIN
External References* Subroutines	 C
TEKCOM - Tektronix common.	 v^
Item	 access	 desctietiom
ICHBUF	 ro	 Input character buffer
RCHCOM - recording common
Item	 access	 description
FBPNTR	 ro	 File block pointer
RBUF	 r/w	 RADSO file block (input)
FBUF	 r/w	 ASCII filename (input)
DFLT	 ro	 Default file block
DFBUF	 ro	 ASCII default filename
FSTAT	 ro	 File status? 0 if new? 1 if old
External References* Subroutines
Game	 description
CHOUT	 Writes characters to Tektronix
FFIND
	
Looks up file and returns status in FSTAT
CRLF	 Sends cariage return/line feed
Functional Description:
FNAMIN	 presents to the o perator an option disp lay consisting of
two or three options:
0 - DEFAULT FILE TO 'SCRATCH.DAT'
Selection of this o ption sets FBPNTR to Point to the default file block
indicating that DKI:SCRATCH.DAT is the active file.
1 - ENTER FILENAME
Selection of this option causes the message 'ENTER FILENAME' to be out-
Put and the Pro gram then acce pts a filename in the form NAME.EXT where
standard len gth limitations app l y . The file is looked up on the disk
directory and? if it exists? FSTAT is set to 1.
- USE PREVIOUS FILENAME OF- ...
This option is disp laced onl y if a file name has been Previousl y entered
in this run. The most recentl y input filename is dis p la yed in the mes-
sage. If this op tion is selected, FBPNTR is set to Point to the file
block associated with this file name. It is looked u p on the disk andt
if it exists, FSTAT is set to 1.
Ic
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 Seauence'* CALL FPLOT(DATAYN)
where'*
DATA is arra y of data
N is number of array elements
External References: Commons







	 •,o	 Minimum of data domain
MAXX	 ro	 Maximum of data domain
MINY	 r/w	 Minimum of data range
MAXY	 r/w	 Maximum of data range
YO	 ro	 Data ori g in relative to Y axis in screen units
XLO	 ro	 X axis minimum in data units





PAXIS	 Puts up axis for dis p lay of raw data
IPLOT	 Plots Points and lines on screen
Functional Description:
FPLOT p lots the data in the given buffer with auto-rang ing of	 dis-
Plav axes and data.
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Module: FWINDO - freauencw window input routine
Language: Macro-11
Called Bw: CNTRL
Calling Seouence: CALL FWINDOW
External References: Commons






MD	 ro	 MDATA scalin g factor
RENTR	 wo	 ist option to be selected on reentr y to CNTRL
FSTART	 ro	 Beginning of disp lawed data in MDATA
FSTOP	 ro	 End of dis p layed data
RENTR2
	 wo	 2nd option (subo ption) to be selected
FWACT	 ro	 Freauencv windowin g active flag
CALCOM - Calculations common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
FWND	 r/w	 Freauencw windows
FMD	 r/w	 Freauencw windows' status
DSPCOM - disp la y common
Item access descriatioe
MINX ro Minimum of data range
MAXX ro Maximum of data range
XO ro X coordinate of data ori g in in screen units
YO ro Y coordinate of data ori g in in screen units
XLO ro X axis minimum in data units
XHI ro X axis maximum in data units
YLO ro Y axis minimum in data units
YHI ro Y axis maximum in data units
External References: Subroutines
came	 descrietion
CHOUT	 Outputs messa ges to the terminal
GRIN	 Inputs g ra phic data from the jawstick
HOME	 Homes cursor on terminal
IPLOT	 Plots Points and lines on terminal
Functional Description:
FWINDO Provides the ca p abilit y to p lace and remove windows in the
freauencw data. The operator gives two oposite corners of the window to
define it.
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Module: IENCDE - binary to ASCII decimal conversion
Lan guage* Macro-11
Called DO
Calling Sequence: CALL IENCDE(NqKBUF)
where:
N is input value
KBUF is 6 bwte ASCII out put buffer
Functional Description:
IENCDE converts one 16 bit binar y value to its decimal ASCII eaui-
valento Input value is assumed to be 2's complement notation,
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Module'* LSIINT - LSI-11 interu pt service
Language'* Macro-I1
Vector Set Bw: BEGINI
External References:
SCNCOM - scan common
Item	 access	 description
NCDR	 wo	 Encoder readings
NCDRCV	 r/w	 Encoder readin gs recieved flag
SCNFIN	 r/w	 Scan finished flag
LSIDAT	 r/w	 Data from LSI-11
ERROR	 r/w	 Error flag/count from LSI-11
ARIVED	 r/w	 Completion flag for move command
COMIP	 r/w	 Communications in Pro g ress flag
DBGCOM - debu g common
Item	 access	 descristioa
TFCNT	 r/w	 To fast count (missed Point)
SPCNT	 r/w	 Scan Pass count
External References: I/O Registers
address	 access	 descriatiao
167740	 r/w	 CSR for DR11-C to LSI-11
167744	 ro	 Read register for DR11-C from LSI-11
Functional Description:
LSIINT services interu pts from the LSI-ilr getting encoder readings
and setting various flags.
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Module! MNS - Primary ultrasonics driver
Language! Macro-11
External References! Commons
SCNCOM - scan common
Item	 occess	 descziatiaa
STATUS
	 ro	 Status of scan
TEKCOM - Tektronix common
Item	 access	 desczietinc
ICHBUF	 r/w	 Input character buffer
NTRCOM - inter module common
Item	 access	 desczietioo
IEXIT	 r/w	 Exit request flag
RENTR	 r/w	 1st option to be selected on reentr y to CNTRL
REPKNT	 ro	 Repeat count for averaging
External References! Subroutines
came	 desczietioo
AVGR	 Signal avera g ing routine
BEGIN	 Initialization routine





CONDSP	 Console disp lay routine
DISPLA
	
Data dis p lay routine
PACK	 Pack word data into bytes
RDT	 Raw data thresholding
RECORD
	
Signal com p ression and recording
SCAN	 Real-time data aouisition
SCAND	 Recorded data expansion
SEARCH	 Processes time windows
TEKIN	 Enable terminal interupt
UNPACK	 Unpacks b yte data into words
WSH	 Writes scan header
Functional Description!
MNS drives all of the subroutines in the Primar y ultrasonics task,
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Module:	 PAXIS - Plots axes
Language: Macro-11
Called Bv: FPLOT
Callin g Seauence: CALL PAXIS
External References: Commons
DSPCOM - dis p lav common
Item access descrietioo
MINX ro Minimum of data domain
MAXX ro Maximum of data domain
MIMY ro Minimum of data range
MAXY ro Maximum.of data range
XO ro X coordinate of data ori g in in screen units
YO ro Y coordinate of data ori g in in screen units
XLO ro X axis minimum in data units
XHI ro X axis maximum in data units
YLO ro Y axis minimum in data units
YHI ro Y axis maximum in data units
DX ro X axis tic sp acing in data units
DY ro Y axis tic s pacing in data units
XLNC ro X axis tic spacin g in screen units
XTLBL ro b character ASCII tic labels for X
YLNC ro Y axis tic spacing in screen units
YTLBL ro 6 character ASCII tic labels for Y
NDBX ro Number of di g its behind decimal on X tic labels
NDBY ro Number of di gits behind decimal on Y tic labels
External References: Subroutines
flame	 descrietioo
CHOUT	 Outputs messa ges to the terminal
ERASE	 Erases the Tektronix screen
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Module: PLTW - window p lotting routine
Lang uage: Macro-11
Called By : TWINDO
Callin g Seuuence: CALL PLTW
External References: Commons




ro	 Minimum of data domain
MAXX	 ro	 Maximum of data domain
XO	 ro	 X coordinate of data ori g in in screen units
YO	 ro	 Y coordinate of data ori g in in screen units
XLO	 ro	 X axis minimum in data units
XHI	 ro	 X axis maximum in data units
YLO
	
ro	 Y axis minimum in data units
YHI	 ro	 Y axis maximum in data units
XWL
	
r/w	 Low X limit of active window in data units
YWL	 r/w	 Low Y limit of active window in data units
XWH	 r/w	 High X limit of active window
YWH	 r/w	 High Y limit of active window
WTP	 ro	 Type of active window
NTRCOM - inter routine common
Item	 access	 desctistioc
STARTX	 ro	 Low limit of data to be dis p layed	 ' i;t''•_!}!'j` '`'.'.j. ' :1 `' ? .^.
STOPX	 ro	 High limit (ltii,T t a
External References: Subroutines
came	 desctietioa
CHOUT	 Writes characters to Tektronix terminal
HOME	 Homes cursor an terminal
IPLOT	 Plots vectors on Tektronix terminal
Functional Description:
PLTW converts th& coordinates Passed to it (throu gh common) into
screen units and Plots a rectan gular window on the Tektronix terminal.
This window is then marked on the u pper ri ght hand corner with a single
character. If the window will not fit entirel y in the dis p lay it is al-
tered so that an y boundar y which would be outside of the dis p lay appears
on the boundary of the display.
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Module: PSCALE - Plot scaling calculations
Lan guage: Macro-11
Called By : PAXIS




s	 Data range (input)
HIrLC	 z	 Axis range (input)
D	 a	 Tic spacing in data units (input)
TLBL	 -	 Array of 6 b yte ASCII tic labels (output)
LNCrO
	
Tic incrementrorg in (output)
AL	 Axis length (output)
D2	 =	 Digits behind decimal (output)
External References: Subroutines
came	 descrintioc
IENCDE	 Converts binary numbers to 6 byte ASCII decimal
Functional Description:
PSCALE Produces tic labels and scaling Parameters for the display
axes.
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Module: RDT - raw data thresholding
Lan guage: Macro-11
Called B y : MNS
Calling Sequence: CALL RDT
External References: Commons
DSPCOM - dis p lay common
Item	 access	 desctistioo
TWND	 ro	 Time windows
TWNDT	 ro	 Time window types
IBUF - incomin g data buffer
Item	 access	 desctietioc
IBUF	 r/w	 Raw data buffer
Functional Description:
If no thresholdin g window has been p lacedr RDT returns without tak-
ing any
 action. If the T window has been p lacedr RDT scans the data
between the time axis limits of the window and changes data Points which
are below the hi gh Y axis limit of the window to be equal to it. This
simulates the thresholdin g capability of conventional ultrasonics s ys-
tems.
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Module: RECORD - comp ression and recordin g routine
Lan guage: Macro-11
Called B y : MNS
Calling Seauence: CALL RECORD
External References: Commons
DSPCOM - dis p lay
 common
Item	 access	 descrimtion
TWOFFS	 ro	 Time window offset
RCDCOM - recordin g common
Item access descrimtioc
RON r/w Recording on flag
BLKNUM ro Block number
BLKCNT ro Block count
THXCD ro Threshold exceeded flag
OBPNTR r/w OUTBUF pointer
BUFEND ro End of current com p ressed data buffer
RSTART ro 1st byte to be recorded in IBUF
RSTOP ro Last bate to be recorded in IBUF
SCNCOM - scan common
Item access descrimtion








	 Closes comp ressed data file
WPH	 Writes point headers
WRTBUF	 Writes OUTBUF contents to disk
Functional Description:
If recordin g
 is 'on' and SEARCH has detected a flawr RECORD com-
p ressed the data in the recordin g ;^indowp or all the dis p layed data if
no recordin g
 window has been Placedr into the active buffer in OUTBUF.
It the buffer becomes full it is written to disk and the p rocess contin-
ues with the alternate buffer.
The comp ression scheme used in RECORD allows considerable reduction
of smooth continuous data involvin g
 a small number of discrete values.
Since the data from the Biomation is onl y
 8 bits in len gth and is a re-
sult of the recordin g
 of a continuous sisnalt this method is effective.
This routine comp resses the data to an initial Point and a series
of commands. These commands operate like relative Plotter command -
Proscribin g
 the Pen's motion in a Plane. The one b yte command is divid-
ed into two fields: the command field and the count.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
cmd. 1 count
The command ma y
 he a value zero through seven and the count is in the
ran ge Zero throu gh 31. If a count g reater than 31 is neededr the com-
mand is inserted with a zero count and the actual count is Placed in the
A-28-
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followin g byte.	 The p resentl y iap leeented commands are described in
fi gure A-2.
Figure A-2
Data Ccaip ression Commands
cad& nask descriatioc
0	 0	 End of record mark
1	 40	 Advance strai ght ahead - count g ives number of data values
2	 100 Go up one and advance - count lives number of values
3	 140 Go down one and advance - count g ives number of values
4	 200 Go up - count g ives chan ge in value (advance of I impliid1'
5	 240 Go down - count gives chan ge in value (advance ofdl implied)..
Commands 6 and 7 are reserved.
For all comeandsr if a count g reater than 37(8) (5 bits) is reouired. a
^sro count is inserted and the ne:4t byte contains the act1.a1 count.
I
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Modules' RKMOD - file mali pulation routines
Lan guage: Macro-11
Entry Point: FFIND - file l-oku p routine
Called By : FNAMIN
Calling Seauence: CALL FFIr'D
External References: Common:
RCDCOM - recordin g coeorn
Item	 access	 desc u atioD
FBPNTR	 ro	 File block pointer
FSTAT	 r/w	 File status, 0 if new , 1 if old
CHNUM
	 ro	 Active channel number
Functional Description:
FFIND looks up the file pointed to b y FBPNTR. If it exists, FSTAT
is set to IF if not it is cleared. If it exists it is o pened on the
channel indicated b y CHNUM.
Entry Point: FOPEN - file opening routine
Called Bv: DSETUP
Callin g Seouence: CALL DSETUP
External References'# Commons
RCDCOM - recording common
Item	 access	 desctiatioo





File status, 1 if not enuu gh space
CHNUM	 ro	 Active channel number
BLXCNT	 ro	 Block count
Functional Description:
FOPEN attempts to open the file indicated bu the file block. pointed
to by FBPNTR. The largest available s pace on disk is allocated, It no
s pace available, FSTATI is set to 1 and the p ro g ram returns. If other
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Module: SO - source zero input routine
Lan guage: Macro-11
Called B y : CNTRL
Callin g Seeuence: CALL SO
External References: Commons
CALCOM - calculations common
Item	 access	 descri2tioo
KOSINE	 ro	 Table of cosine values
IBUF - incomin g data common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
IBUF	 wo	 Raw data buffer
TEKCOM - Tektronix common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
ICHBUF	 r/w	 Input character buffer	 Ul':;.^_
External References: Subroutines
Came	 descrietico
CHOUT	 Outputs messa ges to the terminal
ERASE
	
Erases the Tektronix screen
GRIN	 Graphic input routine
Func +. ional Description:
SO generates simulated data as directed bw the o perator. The o per-
ator is p rom pted and input is accepted. SO is called when simulated
data is selected.
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Module: S1 - real-time data input routine
Lan guag e: Macro -11
Called B y : CNTRL
Callin g Seeuence: CALL S1
External References: Commons
SCNCOM - scan common
!Leo access descrietioo
SRCHTP wo Search type
TX1 r/w Total scan low X limit
TY1 r/w Total scan low Y limit
TZ1 r/w Total scan low Z limit
TX2 r/w Total scan hi gh X limit
TY2 r/w Total scan hi g h Y limit
TZ2 r/w Total scan hi g h Z limit
TBUF wo Total scan bit map
STATUS wo States of scan
NCDR ro Encoder readings
COMAND wo Command to LSI-11
NCDRCV r/w Encoder readings recieved flag
TEKCOM - Tektronix common
Item access descrietioo










Rin gs bell on terminal
Outputs messa ges to terminal
Erases Tektronix screen
Homes cursor on terminal
Sends command packets to LSI-11
Functional Description:
S1 is called when data source 1 is selected b y the operator. The
user is p rompted to determine the scan mode. If 'no scan' is selectedr
common variables are set u p and control returns to the callin g
 module.
If 'scan' is selectedr an 'encode on reset' command is sent to the
LSI-11. When the reset button on the remote control unit is p ressed and
released, the coordinates of the scanner are sent to the 11/45 and be-
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Module: S2 - source 2 (disk) setup
 routine
Lan gua g e'$ Macro-11
Called Fat CNTRL
Callin g Seauence: CALL S2
External References: Commons
RCDCOM - recordin g common
Item	 access	 descri2tioo
RON	 ro	 Recording on flag
FSTAT
	 ro	 File statusr 1=existin g file
RCHNUM	 ro	 Read channel number
CHNUM	 r!w	 Active channel number
External References: Subroutines
flame	 descriatioo	 ii_'
ERASE	 Erases Tektronix screen	 G'lu
	
L,  	 L L)0, Jet.
HOME	 Homes cursor on Tektronix
CHOUT	 Outputs characters to Tektronix
FNAMIN	 Inputs file name and checks for existance
Functional Description:
If recordin g is on, S2 returns imsediatl y . If a read file is open
it is closed and the o perator is Queried as to whether he wishes to open,
another file. If no read file is open FNAMIN is called to acce p t input
of a file name. If the in put file does not existr a messa ge is written
to that effect and FNAMIN is called a gain. If the file exists it is
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Module: SCAN - send scan commands to LSI-11
Language: Macro-it
Entry Points: SCAN? WRTLSI
Called By : MNS
Callin g Seouence: CALL SCAN
External References$* Commons
SCNCOM - scan common
SOURCE ro Source of data
DRCHTP ro Search type
TX1 ro Low X coordinate of total scan
TY1 ro Low Y coordinate of total scan
TX2 ro High X coordinate of total scan
TY2 ro High Y coordinate of total scan
SX1 ro Low X coordinate of sub scan
SY1 ro Low Y coordinate of sub scan
SX2 ro High X coordinate of subscan
SZ2 ro High Y coordinate of subscan
STATUS ro Status of scan
XPNT ro X coordinate for Point scan
YPNT ro Y coordinate for Point scan
XLIM1 r/w Low X limit of scan
YLIM1 r/w Low Y limit of scan
XLIM2 r/w High X limit of scan
YLIM2 r/w High Y limit of scan
COMAND r/w Command to LSI-11
CMDAT r/w Command data for LSI-11
NCDRCV r/w Encoder readin gs recieved flag
SCHFIN ro Scan finished flag
AXIS ro Scan axis
NUMFNT ro Number of Points on X axis
DXMIN ro Minimum increment for scan
ARIVED r/w Move command com p letion flag
COMIP r/w Communications in Pro gress flag
OFSF ro Offset scan flag
DBGCOM - debu g common
Item access descriatioo
TFCNT wo Missed Point count
External References: 1/0 Registers
address access descrietioc
167740 r/w CSR for DR11-C to LSI-11










Gets data from Biomation
Console dis p lay routine
Writes scan header
Functional Description:
SCAN initiates scans and sends commands to the LSI-I1.
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Module: SCAND - scan disk
Language: Macro-11
Called By : MNS
Callin g Swouence: CALL SCAND
External References: Commons
TEKCOM - Tektronix common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
ICHBUF	 r/w	 Input character buffer
RCDCOM - recordin g common
Item access descrietioo
FBPNTR r/w File block Pointer
RCHNUM ro Read channel number
BLKNUM r/w Block number
OBPNTR r/w OUTBUF Pointer
XDCRID wo Transducer identification
SMPLID wo Sample identification
RSTART r/w Offset of 1st recorded value
RSTOP wo Offset of last recorded value
OUTBUF r/w Compressed data buffer
IBUF - incomin g data common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
IUTS	 r/w	 Sample duration units
IRNG	 r/w	 Sample duration range
IBUF	 wo	 Raw data buffer






MSD of tri gger delay magnitude
TDLY2	 r/w	 2nd di git of tri gger delay
TDLY3	 r/w	 LSD of tri gger dela y magnitude
SCNCOM - scan common
Item access descrietioo
SOURCE r/w Source of data
STATUS wo Status of scan
XPNT wo X coordinate of Point	 in scan
YPNT wo Y coordinate of Point in scan
ZPNT wo Z coordinate of scan
XLIM1 wo Low X limit of scan
YLIM1 wo Low Y limit of scan
XLIM2 wo High X	 limit of scan
YLIH2 wo High Y limit of scan
DXMIN wo Scan increment
OFSF wo Offset scan flag
NTRCOM - inter module common
Item access descriation
STARTX ro Betining of data to be displaved
STOPX ro End of data to be displayed
DSPCOM - dis p lav common
Item access descrietioo
TWOFFS wo Time window offset
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RCHNUM	 R	 Compressed si gnal data file
External References: Subroutines
name	 descrietioa
CHOUT	 Outputs messa ges to the Tektronix terminal
CONDSP	 Console disp lay routine
ERASE	 Erase the stora ge screen on the terminal
HOME
	
Homes the al pha cursor to the upper left
Functional Description:
If data source two has not been selected ► control returns to the
callin g p ro g ram immediatel y . If source two has been selected ► a file
will have been o pened bw S2. SCAND will read the data file and expand
the next Point of comp ressed data into IBUF in b yte p acked form. The
values found in Point headers and scan headers will be transfered to the
app rop riate common locations. If an end of scan condition is detected,
a messa ge is output to the terminal. If an end of file occurs ► an un-
defined data source is selected, the o perator is notified of the end of
file and the file is closed.
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Module: SCNDSP - scan display
Lan guage: Macro-11
Called Bv: DISPLA
Calling Seuuence: CALL SCNDSP
External References: Commons





SHUF	 ro	 Sub-scan buffer
TBUF	 ro	 Total scan buffer
External References: Subroutines
came	 deSCEiRt1GG
CHOUT	 Outputs characters to terminal
ERASE	 Erases the Tektronix screen
HOME	 Homes cursor on terminal
IPLOT	 Plots points and lines on graphics terminal	 ,-,. i
	"`: ;'•;` '1:;';
Functional Description:
SCNDSP Produces flaw Plots from either a total or sub scan. The
flaws have been lo gged in TBUF or SBUF b y SEARCH. Resolution of the
disp lay is 64x64 Points.
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Called B y : MNS
Calling Sequence: CALL SEARCH
External References: Commons
DSPCOM - dis p la y common
Item	 access descrietian
TWND	 ro Time windows
TWNDT
	 ro Time window tropes
TWOFFS
	
r/w Time window offset
IBUF - incomin g data common
Item	 access descrietio0
IBUF	 ro Raw data buffer
SCNCOM - scan common
Item access descriation
SRCHTP ro Search type
SBUF wo Sub scan flaw lo g buffer
TBUF wo Total scan flaw log buffer
STATUS ro Status of scan
NCDT ro Encoder readings
XLIM1 ro Low X limit of scan
YLIM1 ro Low Y limit of scan
XLIM2 ro High X limit of scan
YLIM2 or High Y limit of scan
RCDCOM - recording common
Item access descriatioo
THXCD r/w Threshold exceeded flag
Functional Description:
SEARCH Processes the time windows (exce p t R and T window). If an
alarm condition is detected in an y of the existin g alarm windowsr THXCD
is set. The front surface window (F) is Processed+ if Placedi to cor-
rect for non-level s pecimen in the test tank.
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Module: TC - tri gger control
Lan guage: Macro-11
Called B y ; CNTRL
Calling Seauence: CALL CNTRL
External References: Commons






wo	 Trigger level Polarity
TLEV1	 wo	 MSD of tri gger level magnitude











ICHBUF	 r/w	 Input character buffer from Tektronix
Eternal References: Subroutines
name	 descmi¢tioo
CHOUT	 Outputs messa ges to terminal
ERASE	 Erases screen on g raphic terminal
HOME
	
Homes cursor on terminal
Functional Description:
TC solicits in put from the operator to sat u p
 the trisser Parame-
ters for the Biomation waveform recorder.
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Module: TEKMOD - Tektronix module
Lan guage: Macro-11
Entr y Point: ALPHA - puts terminal in al pha node
Callin g Seauence: CALL ALPHA
Entry Point: ALPHA2 - Puts terminal in large character mode
Callin g Seauence: CALL ALPHA2
Entry
 Point: BELL - rin gs bell on Tektronix terminal
Callin g Seauence: CALL BELL
Entry Point: CHOUT - outputs character strin gs to the terminal
Callin g Seauence: CALL CHOUT(MBUF)
where: MBUF is an arra y r the first element of which is a word containing
the character count.
Entr y Point: CR - sends a caria ge return to the terminal
Calling Seauence: CALL CR
Fntrw Point: CRLF - sends a caria ge return/line feed to the terminal
Calling Seauence: CALL CRLF
Entr y Point: ERASE - erases screen on Tektronix: terminal
Callin g Seauence: CALL ERASE
Entry Point: GRIN - g raphic in put routine
Callin g Seauence: CALL GRIN(IALPHArIXrIY)
where:	 IALPHA is key Pressed to enter.cosrdinate
IX is X coordinate of g ra phic crosshair
IY is Y coordinate of g raphic crosshair
Entry Point: HOME - hwmes cursor to upper left
Callins Seauence: CALL HOME.
Entr y Point: IPLOT - Positions g ra phic cursor
Callin g Seauence: CALL IPLOT(IXrIYrIPEN)
Where: IX is X coordinate to which cursor is to be roved
IY is Y coordinate to which cursor is to be moved
IPEN is Pen control 0/1 for UP/Down
Entr-.i Point: LF - _ends line feed character to terminal
Callin g Seauence: CALL LF
Entr y Point: LFCR - sends line feed/caria ge return to terminal
Callin g Seauence: CALL LFCR
Entry Point: PRTH - Prints horizontals on terminal
Calling Seauence: CALL PRTH
Entr y Point: PRTV - Prints verticals on terminal
Callin g Seauence: CALL PRTV
Entry Point: TEKIN - enable interuPts from Tektronix terminal
r=llin g Seauence: ZALL TEKIN
After TEKIN has been called+ unsolicited characters iriPut on the
A-40
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terminal are Placed in ICHBUF of the common TEKCOM,
Exceptions are:
ESCAPE
	 (ASCII 33) - aborts current o peration and returns system
to Primary option display.
CNTRL 0
	 (ASCII 2i) - sends 'stop
 scanner' command to LSI-11
CNTRL R
	 (ASCII 22) - sends 'reset' to LSI-11 to resat scsnr.er
system.





	 CSR for terminal interface
175612
	
ro	 Read register for terminal interface
175614	 r/w
175616	 wo	 Write re g ister for terminal interface
374	 wo	 Terminal interupt vector
11 l l't	 ' 
^;i •^i,l^..1Ci ^ hv^)iL
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Module: TWINDO - time window p lacement and deletion routine
Lan guage: Macro-11
Called Bw: CNTRL
Calling Sesuence: CALL TWINDO
External References: Commons





TWNDT	 r/w	 Time window types
PNT	 ro	 Coordinates of last in put in window :jnits









WCHAR	 ro	 Character entered with first ,ata point
TWOFFS
	
r/w	 Time window offset




RENTR	 wo	 Selects o ption upon reentry to CNTRL






wo	 Selects secondary option upon reentry to CNTRL




wo	 Start location for recording
RSTOP	 wo	 Last location to be recorded
TEKMOD - Tektronix common
Item	 access	 descrietioo




CHOUT	 Writes characters to Tektronix terminal
.HOME
	
Homes cursor on terminal
PLTW	 Plots the time windows on the display
WINT	 Inputs time window coordinates
Functional Description:
TWINDO causes DISPLAY to dis p la y the raw data on the g ra p hic termi-
nal. The operator is then Prom p ted to in put points usin g the Joystick
and k.ewboard. A Pair of Points are entered to define a window in the
data. The ke y used to enter the first of these Points is used to iden-
tify the w-4 ndou. If the key entered is a valid window t ype+ the window
entered is added to the list. If an invalid window is entered: the Pro-
g ram returns to CNTRL. It the 'DELETE' key is Pressed# and the cros-
shairs are within a window# that window will be flashed. If the
'DELETE' key is then Pressed a gain ► that window will be deleted. If any
other ke y is p ressed# the deletion is rejected. If the crosshair was
within more than one window# after deletion of the first window is re-
jeciedt another window in which the crosshairs appeared will be flashed.
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I	 This window may also be rejected. Thus an y of a set of nested windows
f may be deleted. After a window has been deleted, a fresh disp lay will
be generated. If a new front surface windowr recordin g window+ or
threshold window is Placedr the old one is imp licitl y deleted. The dis-
p lay will not be refreshed and both the old and new window will be dis-
Plajed untill the dis p lay is refreshed for some other reason. If five
alarm windows have been Placedr attem pts to p lace a sixth window will be
i gnored. The valid windows are'
tree	 ID	 Descriatioo
0	 N/A	 Inactive window
1	 @	 Any-Out alarm window
2	 -	 No-Out alarm window
3	 R	 Recording window	 o
4	 T	 Raw data threshold window
5	 F	 Front surface window
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Module: UNPACK - unpacks/packs IBUF
Language: Macro-11
Entry Point: PACK - Packs IBUF into bwtes
Called By : MNS
Calling Seouence: CALL PACK
Functional Description:
PACK Packs word len gth data in IBUF into b yte len gth data in the
first Half of IBUF. It is assumed that each value is in the ran ge from
-128 to 127.
Entry Point: UNPACK - un packs IBUF into words
Called B y : MNS
Callin g Seauence: CALL UNPACK
Functional Description:
UNPACK unpacks the data in the first half of IBUF from b y te length
to word length. This operation y ields an arra y which comp letel y fills
IBUF.
External References: Commons
IBUF - incomin g data common
Item	 access	 descriatioo
IBUF	 r/w	 Raw signal data from Biomation 8100
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Module: VIEW - sets up sub-scans and Point scans
Language: Macro-11
Called By : CNTRL
Callin g Seouence: CALL VIEW
External References: Commons
SCHCOM - scan common
Item access descrietioe
SRCHTP wo Search type
TX1 ro Low X coordinate of total scan
TY1 ro Low Y coordinate Of total scan
TX2 ro High X coordinate of total scan
TY2 ro High Y coordinate of total scan
SX1 r/w Low X coordinate of sub-scan
SY1 r/w Low Y coordinate of sub-scan
SX2 r/w High X coordinate of sub-scan
S 2 r/w High Y coordinate of sub-scan
SBUF wo Sub-scan bit map buffer
STATUS r/w Status of scan
XPNT wo X coordinate for Point scan
YPNT wo Y coordinate for Point scan
XLIM1 r/w Low X limit of active scan
YLIM1 r/w Low Y limit of active scan
XLIM2 r/w High X limit of active scan
YLIM2 r/w High Y limit of active scan
NTRCOM - inter module common
Item access descrietioo
RENTR wo 1st option to be selected on reentry to CNTRL
RENTR2 r/w Option to be selected on reentr y to VIEW
TEKCOM - Tektronix common
Item access descrietieo
ICHBUF r/w Input character buffer
DSPCOM - disp la y common
Item access descrietion









Outputs character to terminal
Erases screen on terminal
Graphic input routine
Homes cursor to u pper left
Functional Description:
If no scan has been Performed+ VIEW issues a messa g e to that effect
and returns. If a total scan has been performed but no sub-scant the
o perator is Presented with the flaw ; p ap from the scan and is asked to
input the limits of the sub-scan usin g the jo ystick. After the limits
have been enteredr control returns to the p rimary option dis p lay andr
when 'G' is Pressedr the sub-scan begins.
If a sub-scan has Previousl y been Performedr the user is asked to
select either a new sub-scan or a new Point scan. If sub-scan is se-
lected, entry of scan limits Proceeds as indicated above. If Point scan
A-45
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is selectedr the operator is p resented with the flaw ma p of the sub-scan
and is asked to enter the desired point using the jo ystick. When the
Point has been pnteredr control returns to the p rimar y o ption display.
When 'G' is p ressed, the scanner moves to the indicate pointy and raw
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Module: WINT - window input routine
Lan g ua ge'. Macro-11
Called Bv#' TWINDO
Callin g Seouence#' CALL WINT(STATUS)
where STATUS is returned as'
0 - Valid window entered
2 - Delete was pressed

























Minimum of data domain
Maximum of data domain
Minimum of data range
Maximum of data range
Data ori g in relative to X axis in screen units
Data ori g in relative to Y axis
X axis mimumum in data units
X axis maximum in data units
Y axis minimum in data units
Y axis maximum in data units
Coordinates of input Point - screen unit#'
Low X coordinate of input Point - screen
Low Y coordinate of in put Point
Hi gh X coordinate
Hi gh Y coordinate
Character in put with first Point
NTRCOM - inter routine common
Item	 access	 descrietion
STARTX	 ro	 Low limit of data to be displayed
STOPX	 ro	 High limit
External References: Subroutines
name	 descrietioo
CHOUT	 Writes characters to Tektronix terminal
GRIN	 Inputs g raphic information from joystick
Functional Description:
WINT Puts u p the crosshairs on the dis p lay and allows the operator
to input two Points. If the first Point is entered with the 'DELETE'
key r WINT returns to the callin g Pro g ram with the status set to 2. If
either Point entered is a carria ge returnr WINT returns to the calling
Pro g ram with the status set to 4. If the second data Point is entered
with the 'DELETE' key r the first Point is discarded and the Pro g ram as-
sumes the same state as before the first Point was entered. WINT con-
verts the in put screen p oints into data units and Places them and the
first character entered in common then returns.
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Module: WPH - . writes  Point header
Language: Macro-11
Called By : RECORD
Calling Seauence: CALL WPH
External References: Commons




OBPNTR	 r/w	 Index into OUTPBUF
BUFEND	 ro	 High address of active buffer
RSTART	 ro	 First word in IBUF to be recorded
RSTOP	 ro	 Last word in IBUF to be recorded
OUTBUF	 wo	 Compressed data buffer




IBUF	 ro	 Raw data buffer




NCDR	 ro	 Encoder readings






	 ro	 Time window offsat
External References: Subroutines
came	 desctietiao
WRTBUF	 Writes OUTBUF to disk
Functional Description:
WPH writes the a pp ro p riate values to constitute a point header into
the active buffer. If the buffer is filled, WRTBUF is called.
•
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Nodule: WRTBUF - writes OUTBUF to disk
Lan guage: Macro-11
Called B y : RECORDr WPHr WSH
Calling
 Seatience: CALL WRTBUF(ARG)
where: ARG i5 number of blocks to be written - it zeror com p lete buffer
is written.
External References:	 Commons
RCDCOM - recordin g common
Itee access dascriatiao
RON r/w Recording on flag
FBPNTR ro File block Pointer
WCHNUM ro Write channel number
BLKNUM r/w Current block number in file
OBPNTR r/w Buffer	 1 bus y flag
READY2 r/w Buffer 2 bus y flag
BAil ro Butter 1
	 hi g h address
BHI2 ro Buffer 2 hi gh address
BLOWI ro Buffer 1
	 low address
BLOW2 ro Buffer 2 low address
BPNTR r/w Active buffer Pointer
BUFEND r/w Active buffer hi gh address
CRPNTR r/w Completion routine Pointer
OUTBUF ro Compressed data buffer
Functional Description:
WRTBUF maintains two 1024+ byte buffer within OUTBUF. An y
 routine
which writes values into these buffers must use OBPNTR as an index into
the buffer and must not insert values Past the address g iven in BUFEND.
OBPNTR must be updated before exitin g any
 routine which Puts data in
OUTBUF. When the buffer is full (OBPNTR = BUFEND) ►
 WRTBUF is called.
The active Duffer is written out to the channel indicated b y WCHNUM
which is normal y a file on DKl. OBPNTR and BUFEND are then set u p to
allow the other buffer to be filled. BLKNUM (the block number) is in-
cremented and the routine returns. U pon com p letion of the I/C operation
a comp letion routine is called b y
 the op eratin g s ystem. This completion
routine clears the a pp ro p riate buffer bus y flag + swaps the completion
routine oint.er
 and retu'ris . If an end of file cc;rdition occuresr the
file is closedr recordins is tL+rned off srid a messase is fut out to the
terminal,
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Module: WSH - writes scan headers
Langua ge: Macro-11
Called Bv: MNS
Calling Seeuence: CALL WSH
External References: Commons
SCNCOM - scan common
item access descrietioo
TZ1 ro Z coordinate of total scan
STATUS ro Status o	 scan
XLIM1 ro Low X limit of active scan
YLIM1 ro Low Y limit of active scan
XLIM2 ro High X limit of active scan
YLIM2 ro High Y limit of active scan
DXMIN ro Scan increment
OFSF ro Offset scan flag
IBUF - incoming data common
Item access descrietioo
IUTS ro Sample duration units
IRAG ro Sample duration range
ATPARA - Biomaitan common
Item	 access	 descriatioo
TDLY1	 ro	 MSD of tri gg er delay magnitude
TDLY2
	 ro	 2nd di g it of tri gger delay magnitude
TDLY3	 ro	 LSD of tri gger delay magnitude
RCDCOM - recording common
Item	 access	 descriet:ou
RON	 ro	 Recording on flag
OBPNTR	 r/w	 OUTBUF pointer
XDCRID	 ro	 Transducer identification
SMPLID	 ro	 Sample identification
BUFEND	 ro	 End address of active buffer
OUTBUF	 wo	 Compressed data buffer
External References: Subroutines
Item	 access	 descrietioo
WRTBUF	 Writes active section of OUTBUF to disk.
Functional Description:
If recordin g is not on or a new scan is not
without takin g an y action. If recording is on and
WSH writes a scan header into OUTBUF startin g at ti
OBPNTR. If the active buffer becomes fully it is
header format is liven in fi gure A-3a.
active: WSH returns
a new scar, is active ►
ie location Sider; in
written to disk, The
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Module: XAMIN - selects portion of freauenc y data for display
Lan guages Macro-11
Called Bb: CNTRL
Callin g Seauences CALL XAMIN
External References: Commons 	 ISETPW)I'('?'.?''TY 01 TIII:
DSPCOM - dis p lay common	 ^)Iii(;:^:^',
	 i, i 
Item	 access	 descrietioc
MINX	 ro	 Minimum of data domain
MAXX	 ro	 Ma.d mum of data domain
XO	 ro	 X axis data ori g in offset in screen units
XLO	 ro	 X aiis minimum in data units
XHI	 ro	 X axis maximum in data units
NTRCOM - inter module common
Item	 access	 descrietioc
RENTR	 wo	 Option to be selected on reentr y to CNTRL
FSTART	 r/w	 Low limit of freauenc y data for display
FSTOP	 r/w	 High limit of freauency data for display
XACT	 wo	 XAMIN active flag
External References: Subroutines
name	 descrietioo
CHOUT	 Outputs messa ges to the terminal
GRIN	 Graphic in put routine
HOME	 Homes cursor on terminal
Functional Description:
XAMIN allows the user to zoom in and out on the freauenc y data to
see details.
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Module: ZOOM - selects portion of raw data for display
Lan guage: Macro-11
Called B y : CNTRL
Calling Seauence: CALL ZOOM
External References: Commons
DSPCOM - dis p lay common
Item	 access	 descrietiou
MINX	 ro	 Minimum of data domain
MAXX	 ro	 Maximum of data domain
XO	 ro	 X axis data ori g in offset in screen units
XLO	 ro	 X axis minimum in data units
XNI	 ro	 X axis maximum in data units
ATPARA - Biomation common
Item	 access	 descriatioc
TOLY1	 r/w	 MSD of tri gger dela y magnitude
TDLY2	 r/w	 2nd di g it of tri gger dela y magnitude
TDLY3	 r/w	 LSD of tri gger delay magnitude
NTRCOM - inter module commons
Item	 access	 descrietioc
RENTR	 wo	 Option to be selected on reentr y to CNTRL
STARTX	 r/w	 Begining of raw data to br displayed
STOPX	 r/w	 End of raw data to be displayed
IACT	 r/w,	 Interpolation active flag
IBUF - incomin g data common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
IUTS	 r/w,	 Sample duration units
IRNG	 r/w	 Sample duration range
Functional Description:
ZOOM allows the o perator to zoom in and out on a selected area of
the raw data. The joystick is used to enter points.
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Descri ption of Common Areas in PUT
Nine named common areas are included in the Primary Ultrasonics
Task,
name size use
ATPARA 48. Biomation control Parameters
IBUF 2062. Incoming data common
TEKCOM 2. Tektronix terminal	 input
DSPCOM 136, Display Parameters
DBGCOM 2. Debug data
NTRCOM 2066. General task. Parameters
SCNCOM 573. Scan Parameters
RCDCOM 1086, Recording Parameters
CALCOM 554. Calculation control and data
These common areas are described on the followin g Pages.
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Common: ATPARA - Biomation control Parameters
Accessed BY: B81r BEGINr BSETUPr CONDSP9 DISPLA ► DUMPr SCANDr TCr WSHP
ZOOM in PUT
also: BEGXC, CONDSPr DISPXCr DUMPXCv IRXC# RECXCr XCAXISr ZOOMXC in XC
byte oaoe descxiatioo
0 ADLY1 MSD of are delay magnitude
2 TDLY1 MSD of t^is ger dela y magnitude
4 ADLY2 2nd di g it of arm dela y magnitude
6 TDLY2 2nd di g it of tri gg?r dela y magnitude
8 ADLY3 LSD of arm delay magnitude
10 TDLY3 LSD of tri gg er delay magnitude
12 ALEVS Are level Polarity
14 TLEVS Trigger level Polarity
16 ALEV1 MSD of arm level magnitude
18 TLEV1 MSD of tri gger	 level magnitude
20 ALEV2 LSD of are le y =1 magnitude
22 TLEV2 LSD of tri gger	 level magnitude
24 AMODE Arm mode	 (Inp,;t/Auto)
26 TMODE Trigger node (Input/Auto)
28 ASRC Arm source	 (Ert./Int.)
30 TSRC Trigger source
	
(Ext./Int.)
32 AISRC Arm internal source (channel A/?)
34 TISRC Trigger internal	 source
36 ASLOP Are slave
	
(Neg/Pas.)
38 TSLOP Trigger slope
40 ACOUP Arm coup lin g	(DC/AC)
42 TCOUP Trigger coupling
44 ACNT Are control	 (Manual/Digital)
46 TCNT Trigger control
48 ASEL Channel A selected (No/Yes)
50 BSEL Channel B selected
52 ACCNT Channel A control	 (Manual/Digital)
54 BCCNT Channel B control
56 AAPC Channel A Positive cou p lin g (Off/AC/DC)
58 ABPC Channel B Positive coupling
60 AAMC Channel A ne gative coupling
62 ABMC Channel B ne g ative coupling
64 ARNG Channel A in put range
66 BRNG Channel B in put range
68 AOFFS Channel A in put offset
70 BOFFS Channel B
	
irw-t offset
72 ACHM Channel A anode	 (OffJlnput)
74 BCHM Channel R code
76 APOL Channel A Polarit y	(Neg/Pos)
78 BPOL Channel B Polarity
Note: See Biomation Model 8100 Wavefors Recorder Operation and Service
Manual for details.
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Common: CALCOM - calculations common
Accessed By : BEOINr CALL ► CNTRL, CONDSPv DUMPS FWINDOY MNS ► SO
bwta ogee	 descriatioo
0	 KOSINE(513) Table of cosine values ran g ing from 77777 to 0
1026 IFFT	 Inverse FFT reouest flag
1028 FWND(32)	 Freouencv windows
1092 FMD(8)	 Values of MD associated with FUND
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Common: DBOCOM - debu g Parameters
Accessed By '$ CONDSPP LSIINT, SCAN3r WRTBUF in PUT
Also'$ CNDSPXP LSINTXt SCANXC in XC
byte oame	 descsiQti.00
TFCNT
	 Missed point count
2	 BLKNR	 Block not ready flat/count
4	 SPCNT	 Scan Pass count
Note: In XC• onl y TFCNT is Present
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Common: DSPCOM - dis p lay common
Accessed B y : BEGIN+ BEGINir CNTRLr CONDSPr DISPLAY BUMPY FPLOT ► FWINDO!
PAXISr PLTWr RDTr RECOR3r SCNDSPr SEARC3r TWINDOr WINTr WPHr VIEWr
XAMINr ZOOM in PUT
Also: BEGXCr CNTRXCr CONDSPr DISPXCr DUMPXCr SEARXCr TWINDXr XCAXISr
ZOOMXC in XC
gate flame description
0 DTYPE Display t ype: O=Raw data:	 1=MFFTP 2=PFFTr	 3 =IFFTr	 4=
Full scam 5=Subscan
2 MINX Minimum of data domain in screen units
4 MAXX Maximum of data domain in screen units
6 MINY Minimum of data ran ge in screen units
8 MAXY Maximum of data ran ge in screen units
10 XO X coordinate of data ori g in in screen units
12 YO Y coordinate of data ori g in in screen units
14 XLO X axis minimum in data units
16 XHI X axis maximum in data units
18 YLO Y axis minimum in data units 	 t,k
20 YHI Y axis maximum in data units
22 DX Tic spacing in data units for X
24 DY Tic spacing in data units for Y
26 XLNC Tic spacin g in screen units for X
28 XTLS'_(3ri2) 6 character ASCII tic	 labels for X
100 YLNC Tic s pacing in screen units for Y
102 YTLBL(3r12) 6 character ASCII tic labels for Y
174 NDBX Number of di g its behind decimal on X tic labels
176 NDBY Number of di gits behind decimal on Y tic labels
178 TWND(498) Time windows X	 lowr	 Y lowr	 X hi g hr	 Y high
242 TWNDT(8) Time window t ypes	 (see TWINDO description)
250 PNT(2) Coordinates of in put point in data units
252 XWDTH Width of screen in screen units
254 YHGTH Height of screen in screen units
256 XWL Low X limit of window to be Plotted
258 YWL Low Y limit of window to be plotter
260 XWH High X limit of window to be Plotted
262 YWH High Y limit of window to be Plotted
264 WTP Type of window to be Plotted
266 WCHAR Character entered with first window Point
268 TWOFFS Time window offset. Shifts windows on time a::is
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1 Nov 79
Common: IBUF - incoming data buffer
Accessed By #' AVGRr B81r BEGIN ► BSETUPr CALCP CONDSPP DISPLAP DUMPr MNSP
RDTP RECORDr SOP SCANDr SEARCHP TEKMODP WPHr WSHr ZOOM in PUT
















Samp le duration units
Sam p le duration range
Interupt mode (Priorit y = 1/NPR = 2)





Start recordin g value
End recordin g value
Ch A/Ch B offset (for out put only)
Ch A/ Ch B ran ge (for output only)
Raw data buffer
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Common: NTRCOM - inter module common
Accessed Bv: AVGRr BEGINr CALCP CNTRLP CONDSPP DISPLAI FWINDOr MNS:
PLTWP TWINDO ► VIEUP WINTt WPH? WSHt XAMINr ZOOM
bate came	 descriEtioa
0	 IEXIT	 Exit reauest flag
2	 MDATA	 2050 word buffer for calculated data
10006 MD	 When set indicates first 1024 words of MDATA need 2
di g its behind decimal.
10010 RENTR	 1st o ption to be selected on reentr y to CNTRL
10012 STARTX	 Low limit of data in IBUF to be processed
10014 STOPX	 High limit of data in IBUF to be processed
10016 FSTART	 Low limit of freauence data to be plotted
10020 FSTOP	 High limit of freauencv data to be plotted
10022 RENTR2
	
O p tion to be selected after RENTR, -1 if inactive
10024 FWACT	 Freauencv windowin g active flag
10026 IACT	 Interpolating active flag
10030 XACT	 XAMIN mode active flag
10032 SSACT	 Same scan active flag
10034 IREPT	 dumber of scans to be averaged
10036 REPKNT Current count of avera ged scans
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Appendix B - PUT common descri ptions	 1 Nov 79
Common: RCDCOM - recording common.
Accessed Bert BEGINr BEGINir CNTRLr SCNDSPr DSETUP ► FCLOSEr RECORD.
RKMODr S2r SCANDr SEARCH, TWINDOr WPHr WRTBUFr WSH
bate came descriation
0 RON Recording on flag
2 FBPNTR File block Pointer• contains absolute address of RAD50
file block..	 If	 zeror	 no	 3ctive file.
4 RBUF(4) RAD50 file block for optional file
12 FBL File buffer	 length. Alwa ys = 10.
14 FBUF(10) ASCII filename buffer (bytes)
24 DFLT(4) RAD50 fileblock for default file
32 DBL Default filename buffer len gth Alwa ys = 10
34 'DFBUF(10) ASCII filename of default file
44 FSTAT File statusr	 1	 = existin g file
46 FSTATI Device full flag (no room for file)
48 WCHNUM Write channel number for recordin g jata
50 RCHNUM Read channel number
52 CHNUM Active channel number
54 BLKNUM Number of current block in file
56 BLKCNT Block count ; total number of blocks in file
58 Unused
60 THXCD Threshold exceeded flag
62 OBPNTR OUTBUF Pointer
64 XDCRID(6) Transducer Identifications ASCII
70 SMPLID(6) Sample Identification,	 ASCII
76-78 Unused
80 READYI Buffer 1 bus y flag
82 READY2 Buffer 2 busy flag
84 BHI1 High limit of buffer 1
86 BHI2 High limit of buffer 2
88 BLOW1 Lou limit of buffer 1
90 BLOW2 Lou limit of buffer 2
92 BPNTR Buffer Pointer - 0/2
94 BUFFEND High'limit of current buffer
96 CRPNTR Completion routine Pointer
98 RSTART Lou limit of raw data to be recorded
100 RSTOP High limit of raw data to be recorded
102-116 Unused
118 OUTBUF(2048) Comp ressed data buffer (byte)
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Appendix B - PUT common descri p tions	 1 Nov 79
Common: SCNCOM - scan common
Accessed By : BEGINP CNTRLP CONDSP ► LSIINT, MNS: RECORDP S1, SCANP SCANDt
SCNDSP, SEARC3s TEKMOD+ VIEW. WPH, WSH
b yte Game descriet-on
0 SOURCE Data sour,*! 0=simulated data? 	 1=real time datap
2-recorded datap 3=same scan
2 SRCHTP Search tape: 0=no search? 1=total scam 2=subscan,
3=Point scan
4 TX1 Low X coordinate of total scan
6 TY1 Low Y coordinate of total scan
8 TZ1 Low X coordinate of total scan
10 TX2 High X coordinate of total scan	 . ,-,	 a	 T
12 TY2 High Y	 coordinate of total	 scan	 1:;??	 ;.
14 TZ2 High X coordinate of total scan
16 SX1 Low X coordinate of sub-scan
18 SY1 Low Y coordinate of sub-scan
20 SZ1 Low 7 coordinate of sub-scan
22 SX2 Hish X coordinate of sub-scan
24 SY2 High Y coordinate of sub-scan
26 SZ2 High Z coordinate of sub-scan
28 SBUF(256) Sub-scan bit map
 of flaws
540 TBUF(256) Total scan bit map of flaws
1052 STATUS Status of scan:	 -1=no scant	 O=scen comp l ete+	 1=scan in
Pro g resso 2=new scan
1054-1056 Unused
1058 XPNT X coordinate of point scan destination
1060 YPNT Y coordinate of Point scan destination
162 ZPNT Z coordinate of Point scan destination
1064 NCDR(7) Encoder readings
1078 XLIM1 Low X limit of active scan
1080 YLIM1 Low Y limit of active scan
1092 XLIM2 High X limit of active scan
1084 YLIM2 High Y limit of active scan
1086 COMAND Command to LSI-11. See section on SCAN
1088 CMDAT(9) Command data to LSI-11
1106 NCDRCV Encoder readin gs recieved flag
110E SCNFIU Scan finished flag
1110 AXIS Scan axis 0/1 --> X/Y
1112 NUMPNT Number of Point•	 on scan axis
1114 DXMIN Scan increment
1116 LSIDAT(11) Data from LSI-11,	 On1v first 4 words are used.
	 See
section on SCAN
1138 ERROR Scan error count or flag
1140 ARIVED Move command com p letion flag
1142 COMIP Communications in Prog ress flag
1144 OFSF Offset scan flag
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Appendix B - PUT common descriptions	 1 Nov 70
Common *' TEKCOM - Tektronix common
Accessed Bwi BALL, CNTRLY DSETUPY DUMPv SOP Sli S2r SCA14DP TC+ TWIN.M
VIEW
hate came	 descriatioc
0	 ICHBUF	 Input character buffer from Tektronix terminal
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Digital Ultrasonic signal Analysis
jj	 "n dix.0 - XC Nodule Descriptions
Appendix 0
1
^A	 XC Nodule Descriptions
Pale 64
1 Nov 79
The transducer characterization task (XC) consists of 46 program
mules. Of-those. 23 are described in this appendix# The modules ap-
pear in alphabetical order as then are listed below.
TALL Inputs ball and transducer identifications
DEQXC XC initialization routine
CNDSPX Console display routine (front panel)
CNTRXC Accepts operator input to control swstem
CP:OT Contour Plot routine
Di Displaw type i suboption input routine
DISPXC Displaw routine
DUNPXC Provides core dumps top debugging Purports
IRXC Input range control routines
LSINTX Intepupt service routine for LSI-11
ORDER Puts Points in order for Plotting
PLTCL Plots countoup lines
PME Pulse and encode
RECX; Records Peak values from each Pulse
RTL Real time loop driver
SiXC Source one input routine
SITUP Scans between Points tar CPLOT
SCANXC Scanner control routine
SEARXC Processes the R window
SPD Scans Peak data
STUIXC Program 94ubs top future expansion
XC Main transducer characterization driver
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Wen im  D - XC Modulo Descri ptions	 1 Nov 79	 (I
Nodulet SALL - ball and transducer ID input module
Lansuasat Nacre-11°
	 11Entry Point$ BALL - ball ID in put routine
Called IV: CNTRXC
Calling Sowencet CALL BALL
External Reforencest Commons
TEKCOM - Tektronix common
It"	 access descsimtioo
ICHWF	 r/w	 input character buffer	 j!
RCDCOM - recording commonuse
	 access	 deseviatiom
SNPLID	 wo	 Sample (bail) identification
External Reforencest Subroutines
eau	 desaUSUM
CHWT	 Outputs messages to the terminal
Functional Description$
BALL prompts the operator and accepts input of a six character
string identifying the ball.
Entry Point: XDUCER - transducer ID in put routine
Called Bvt CNTRXC
Calling Semuence$ CALL XDUCER
External Reforencest Commons
.TEKCON - Tektronix common
Item	 access	 desasiatiom
ICHDUF	 r/w	 input character butter







CHOUT	 Outputs messages to the terminal
Functional Description$
XDUCER prompts the operator and accepts input of a six character
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'i	 Appendix D - XC Module Descri ptions	 i Nov 79
Nodulet DEOXC - XC initialisation routine
Lentuagal Nacre-11.
Called owl CNTRXCF XC
Calling Semuen>:*i CALL DEOXC
I	 External References: Commons
j	 ATPARA - Diogation Comm
Its access descristioo
TDLY1 we NOD of trigger deiav magnitude
TDLY2 No Second digit of trigger delay magnitude
TDLY3 we LSD of trigger delay sagnitude
TLC" we Trigger level Polaritv
TLEY1 we NIB of tri gger level magnitude
TSRC wo Trigger source
TSLOP wo Trigger slope
TCOUP wo Trigger coupling
TCNT we Trigger control
l	 !-	 ABEL we Channel A selected flat
"n we Channel A positive coupling
AM we Channel D positive coupling
AANC we Channel A negative coupling
k	 ADNC we Channel 8 negative coupling
ARMS we Channel A input range
ACNM wo Channel A modeE
l	 APOL we Channel A polarity
IDUF - incoming data buffer common
Its access desctistioo
TUTS we Sample rate units
IRNO we Sample rate range
IITYP we Interupt sod*
IDTM we Data transfer made
MODE we Output Mod*
IYDSTR wo Nord start value
ISTREC we End recording value
DSPCOM - display common
Its access descziatiao
OTYPE we Displev tvp*
MINX we Minimum of data range
MAXX wo maximum of data range
TMNOT wo Time window tvp*s
UTP wo Window tvp*
NTRCOM - inter routine common
Its access deactistino
STARTX wo Low raw .sate point for display
STOPX
we Nigh raw data point for display
RENTR2 we First option after RENTER
SCNCOM - scan Coogan
Its access descsistioo
SOURCE we Data source
SRCNTP wo Search type
TX1 wo Total Scan X low
TY1 wo Total scan Y low
D-3
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STATUS	 we	 Status of scan
WIN	 we	 Scan increment
RCDCON - recording Colson
ilea	 access	 dssasiatioo
RON
	 we	 Recording on tlss
F9PNTR	 we	 File block Punter
FDUF	 we	 ASCII File description
MAT	 we	 File status
CHNUN	 we	 Active channel number
•	 KKNUN	 we	 flock number in tile
B"CNT	 we
	
Total number of blocks in file
TMXCD
	
wo	 Threshold exceeded flan
XDCRIO	 yo	 Transducer Identification
External Reterwes: 1/0 Resisters
address access	 dsscsiatioo
344	 Interupt vector address for LSI-11
346	 we	 Interwt vector PS for LSI-11
167740	 we	 Control Status register to p LSI-11
External References: Files/LUNS
LUN	 actioos descriazioo
All	 p	 All channels are Pursed bw a JRESET
External References: Subroutines
mass	 descriptioo
TEKIN	 Sets up the interupt vector for the Tektronix
Functional Description:
DESXCsets all common areas to their initial state. All channels
are Purged and all interupts enabled.
D-4
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Nodule: CNDSPX - console display routine
Language: Macro-11
Entry Point: CONDSP
Called DO any or all modules
Calling Sequence: CALL CONDSP
External Raferences: Commons
CONDSP may access any word of any common in the system. Any ad-
dress in memory may also be accessed.
"^	 f	 Functioal Description:
CNDSPX is a routine to display any desired data on the console
j	 while MNS is running. The condition of the switch resister determines
what is to be displayed. There are two modes of operation:
I. Common Mode
Bits 13-15 determine which common is to be displayed. These are
listed below:
0)	 DBSCON - Debug common
1) SCNCON - Scan common
2) XCCOM - Transducer commont 	OF THE
3) NTRCON - Intre routine common	 ., ^ ,r!T^l^(;Z ► '^1'	 ` rooR
4) IBUF - Data butter common
5)_	 DSPCOM - Display common
6) ATPARA - Biomation common
7) RCDCOM - Record common
Bits 0-12 determine the offset in the selected common. This is
always a word offset (even numbers only).
II. Absolute Node
It bit 0 is set (number is odd): the word dis played is at the abso-
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Calling Seauence: CALL CNTRXC
External References: Commons
TEKCON - Tektronix couon
Use
	 access	 desotislioo
ICHBUF	 r/w	 Input character buffer
LBLUP	 ro	 Label up flog
l^l
t'	 ;




	 r/w	 Option to be solectc
STARTX	 r/w	 Start of displayed c
STOPX	 r/w	 End of displayed dal
RENTR2	 r/w,	 Suboption selected c
SSACT	 r/w
	 Same scan active fis
SCNCON - seen common
Item	 access	 desctislioc
SOURCE	 wo	 Source of data
SRCHTP	 wo	 Search type
STATUS
	 wo	 Status of scan
RCHDON - recording common
Item	 access
	 desctislioo
WCHNUM	 ro	 Write channel number






wo	 Minimum of date dams
wo	 Maximum of dots dome
wo	 X axis minimum in d+
wo	 X axis maximum in di
wo	 Y axis minimum is d4
wo	 Y axis maximum in di
Perences: Subroutines
desctiatioo







AdJusts tri gger delay # sample
Time window input routine
Inputs boll ID
Inputs display parameters for
Outputs characters to terminal
Erases Tektronix screen
Homes cursor on Tektronix
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XDUCER	 Inputs transducer ID






RCHNUM	 e	 Recorded data file
WCHNUM	 Write data file
Functional Descriptiont
CMTRXC solicits kowboard entries for prog ram option selection. All
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Nodule$ CPLOT - contour Plot generation routine
Language! Nacro-11
Called 9vt DISPXC
Calling Seauencet CALL CPLOT
External References! Commons




r/w	 Current Point status
FDY	 w/w	 Current Y balue
FP	 r/w	 Current 'front' Point
DP	 r/w	 Current 'back' Point
ASTAT	 r/w	 Arraa status
POPNTR	 r/Y	 Pointer to PO and POS
SDFLO	 r/w	 Flag to/troy SDTVP
.SFDP(100)	 r/w	 Status of F/D Points (buts)
FPOINT(100) ro	 Front Points arras (buts)
DPOINT(100) ro	 Deck Points arrav (bate)
PO(1536)	 wo	 Points out of F/D Processing
POS(1536)	 wo	 Status of PO Points (bate)
External Referencest Subroutines
osas	 desctistioo
SDTNP	 Searches between Points in Y direction
SPO
	 Scans Peak date (PD) for front/back Points
ORDER	 Puts Points from PO in order for Plotting
Functional Description:
CPLOT is the Prieara routine drivin g the contour Plot generation
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Nodulet Di - display type 1 parameter input routine
L	
Languaget Nacro-11
t	 Called SO CNTRXC
Calling Seouencet CALL 01
Ji	 External References! Commons
TEKCON - Tektronix common
Item	 access	 descrimlioo
TCHBUF	 r!w	 Input character butter
XCCON - transducer characterization common
Item	 access	 deacriatioo
LDHIN	 ao	 Minimum length of line to be labeled
External References: Subroutines 	 ^RpDUC1^ILITY OF THr
dame	 descriatioo	 R	 w ?^`
CHOUT	 Outputs messages to the terminal	 Or,IC,I^F^1^ P
Functional Description:
DI Prompts the user to select one of three contour Plot -labeling
options. These options aret label all• lines• omit labels on is olated
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Modulet DISPXC - dis play
 control routine
Languaget Macro-11
Called By t XC
Calling
 Seouencet CALL DISPXC
External References$ Commons
IBUF - data butter common
Its&	 access	 descriatioo
IUTS	 ro	 Sample rate units
IRNS	 ro	 Sample rate range
ATPARA - Biomation comaon
Itas access descciatioo
TDLYi ro HBO of tri gger delay (BCD)
TDLY2 ro 2nd di git of tri gger delay
TDLY3 ro LSD of tri gger delay
DSPCOM - display common
item access descriatioo
OTYPE ro Display tyre
MINX wo Minimum of data domain
MAXX wo Maximum of data domain
NDBX wo Number of di gits behind decimal Point on X tic
labels.
NDBY wo Number of di gits behind decimal Point on Y tic
labels.
NTRCOM - inter routine common
Use access descziatioo
STARTX ro Start of displayed data in IBUF
STOPX ro End of displayed data in IBUF
SSACT ro Some scan flag
XCCON - transducer characterization common
Item access descriatioo
SPEAK ro Scan Peak
CTHRES wo Contour Plot threshold
PUT wo Percent message
PNUM wo Plot number
TEKCOM - Tektronix common
Itam access descrintioo





Plots axis and displays messages for contour Plot
CPLOT	 Produces contour Plots
HOME	 Homes cursor on Tektronix terminal
FPLOT
	 Plots raw data
IPLOT	 Point Plot routine
PRTH	 Prints horizontals on Tektronix
PRTV	 Prints verticals on Tektronix
ALPHA	 Puts the terminal in al pha mode
ERASE	 Erases screen on Tektronix
CHOUT	 Outputs messa ges to terminal
D-10
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Functional Description!
DISPXC displays the selected data on the Tektronix graphics tersi-
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Calling Issuance: CALL DUMP
External References: Commons
DUNPXC maw access env word of env common in the systes.
dress in memory





92A0	 0inery to ASCII octal conversion
ERASE	 Erases Tektronix screen
NONE	 Hoses cursor on Tektronix
CHOUT	 Outputs messages to Tektronix






DUNPXC Prompts the user and waits for a particular common area or
mesory region to be selected. The s pecified region is dumped on the
systes console in octal words.
D-12
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Nodule: IRXC - input range control routines
1	 Langusget Nacro-11
Entry Point: IRXCO - input range input and setup routine
Called By: CNTRXC
Calling Sesuencet CALL IRXCO
External References: -Common*
ATPARA - Biosation common
r,	 Its@	 access-	 descriatioo
ACCNT
	 wo	 Channel A control
PC
	
r/w	 Channel A Positive coupling
ACRNS
	 wo	 Channel A input range
XCCON - transducer characterization commonor
it"	 access desesistioo	 r^^G^UG^ILI'^ p^`^^t
IRCND	 wo	 Input range r^mE^md	 R	
^1, ^'
1^(;^' 	 •
ARACT	 wo	 Auto ranging active flag
TEKCON - tektrosix common
w	 It"	 access	 discriatioc
i	 ICHBUF	 r/w	 Input dharacter buffer
External References: Subroutines
{	 osse	 desceistioo
CHOUT	 Outputs messages to the terminal
ERASE	 Erases Tektronix screen	 +,
HOME
	 Homes cursor on Tektronix
Functional Description:
IRXCO Prompts the operator and solicits inputs for the selection of
control Parameters. ATPARA is set up to that BSETUP will Put the Bioma-
%`	 tion in the desired mode. A basic in put range command is formed for use
by IRXCI.
Entry Pointt IRXCI - input range change routine
Called By t RTL
Calling Sesueneet CALL IRXCI
External Referencest Commons
	 +
XCCOM - transducer characterization common
Iles	 access	 descsist;ioo .
IRRO	 r/w	 Input range change reouest flag
IRCMD	 to	 Input range command for Biomation
ARACT	 to	 Auto ranging active flag
External Referencest I/O Registers
addrass access	 descriatioo










IRXCI sands the in put range command Produced by IRXC2 to the Bioma-
Lion when an input range change has been reauested.
D-13
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Entrw Point: IRXC2-- reouests ran ge change if needed
Called DO RTL
Calling Seauence: CALL IRXC2
External References: Coamons




Channel A input range
XCCON - transducer characterization coeson
Use	 access	 desesietioo
PEAK	 ro	 Peak of current Point in scan
IRRA
	
r/w	 Input range change request flag
IRCNO	 r/w	 Input range comand to Sioeation
ARACT	 ro	 Auto ranging active tied
Functional Description:
If auto-ranging is activer IRXC2 checks to see it the Peak of the
current Point falls outside of the desired ran ge * it sot a range change
is remuested and a new input range command is formatted.
I
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Nodule$ LSINTX - interupt service routine top LSI-11
Language$ Macro-11
1}j uoctor set ev$ KOXC
Vector Address$ 344/345
CSR Address$ 167746
Interurt occurs when bit S of CSR is set (interupt enable) and	 bit
15
	
is set externals.	 :Bit 15 is set as a result of settin g bit 1 of the
CSR of the corresponding interface on the L8I-11.
External Referencesi Common*
SCNCON - scan common
i Item	 access	 descriatioo
NCDR	 wo	 Encoder readings OF fir,
NCORCV	 r/w	 Encoder readings recieved flag t,tV
8CNFIN	 r/w	 Scan finished flag t3 pool.Rt.PjtO^U^'YAG1;
t LSIDAT	 r/w	 Data from LSI -11 ORiC,t;^AtA
ERROR	 r/w	 Error count
t ARIVED	 r/w	 Completion flag for move command
COMIP	 r/w	 Communications in Progress flat
4 SPCNT	 r/w	 Scan Pass count
DBOCON - debug coeson
Item	 access	 descsiation
• TFCNT	 r/w	 Missed Point count
1	 XCCON - transducer characterization.commonIies	 access	 descrintioo
CCNTR	 wo	 Column counter
f	 External References$ i/0 Registers
fi address access	 descriatioo
167740
	
r/w	 Command Status Register for LSI-11
i	 167744	 ro	 Read data register for LSI-11,
External References: Subroutines
Dame	 debcrietioo
RECXC	 Records Peaks in PD array
Functioal Description:
LSINTX services the interu pts generated bw the LSI-11 and processes
the returned command and status to incresent various counters and flags.
Encoder readings sent by the LSI-11 are Placed in common. It a 'missed
Point' message' is recieved during a scene RECXC is called to duplicate
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Nodule: ORDER - ruts Points in order for Plotting
Landuaaet Nero-11
Called Dw: CPLOT
Calling seeuence:	 JNP	 ORDER
It is assumed that all 6 registers have been saved on the stacks
Thew will be restoreds
External Reforences: Commons	 .
XCCON - transducer characterisation common
Ian access dsscrLalioo
POPNTR ro Pointer to PO and POs
LPAOR r/w Address of most recent Point Processed by
ORDERS
OPCNT p/w Ordered Point count
PORNO r/w End of POS array
PSCNT r/w Pass count
POUSU) to Points out of CPLOT
POS(l5U) rw Status of PO Points (bvte)
External References: Subroutines
am	 descaLmtsioo
PLTCL	 Plot lines and Points top contour lines
CCPNT	 Completes contour line and labels it
Functional Description:
ORDER ruts the Points derived b y CPLOT in order and Plots the con-
tour lines conactins them. When finishedr control is returned to the
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Nodule: PLTCL - plot contour lines
Language: Necro -11
Entry Point: PLTCL - plots points on contour line
Called Dv: ORDER
Calling
 9 once , CALL PLTCL
External References: Commons
XCCON - transducer characterisation common
U40	 access	 desceist4om
XFACT	 ro	 scale factor top X axis of displaw
YFACT	 we	 Scale factor to p Y axis
XOFF	 ro	 X axis offset for displav
YOFF	 ro	 Y axis offset
OPCNT	 ro	 Ordered Point count
External Referen age : subroutines
am	 desesissioo
MOT	 Plots Points and lines on Tektronix
ALPHA
	 Puts terminal in al pha sods
CNOUT







^G^  s 
()ItIGI,,,^L
Functional Description:
PLTCL Plots points on the graphics terminal to live contour lines.
upon entrvt One should have the count of Points Plotted on this line
so for * OPCNT • 0 results in the beginning of a new line.
Entry
 Point: CCPLT - terminates and labels contour lines
Called 'v: ORDER
Calling
 seeuence: CALL CCPLT
External Referencesf same as PLTCL above
Functional Description:
CCPLT Plots the final Point in the contour line and labels the line
with a Percentage it OPCNT>LDNIN. No new Point is Passed to CCPLT as
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Noduiet PK - sends •Pulse when readv O to LSI-11
Languade: Macro-11
Called Sv: RTL
Calling Seauencet CALL PK
External References: Commons
SCMM - scan cession
I3as	 Maass	 dosusiatioo
sulifP	 to	 Search two
CONAND	 wo	 Cossand to LSI-11
NCDRCV	 we	 Encoder readings recieved flag
sCNFIN	 ro	 Scan finished flag
External Iteforencest subroutines
as"	 dasasistioo
ARN	 sends Oars" cossand to Dioaation 8100
NRTL8t	 Bonds cossand packet to LSI-11
CONDBP	 Console display routine
Functional Description:
It SRCNTP • 0# PNE returns to the calling routine without taking
env action. Otherwise# PNE a pes the Sioaation 8100 and# if SCNFIN a Or
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Nodule: RECXC - records Peak values in PD arrow
Landuago rNscro-il
Called Sr: RTLP LSINTX
Calling Sesuencst CALL RECXC
External References: Commons
ATPARA - 8iosation coiuAon
Its*	 access	 descriatioc
AC 	 to	 Channel A input range
XCCON - transducer characterization common 	 Eor
PEAK tocsss	 Peakroftcurrent Point in scan	 CSB G S pGOg
SPEAK	 r/w	 Peak of scan	 OGjtiP►1' Y^
CCNTR	 r/w	 Column counter
PDPNTR	 wo	 Pointer to PO arrsi
PD	 to	 Peak data array
SCNCON - scan common
It"	 access	 descristioo
SRCNTP	 wo	 Search tope
STATUS	 r/w	 Status of scan
SCNFIN	 r/w	 Sca,> f inished flag
SPOT	 r/w	 Scan Pass count
Functional Description:
RECXC records the PEAK in PO at the Position given by CCNTR and











dons	 i Nov 79	 {t
Moduiet RTL - real time loop
Langue"t Macro-11
.x	 Called Bvt XC
Calling Seouencet CALL RTL
External Reterencest Commons
XCCOM - transducer characterisation common
It^mm	 accass	 dmscrimtioo
IRRO	 wo	 Input range change reauest flag	=^
SCNCOM - seen common
Use	 access	 dbscsiatioo
SRCNTP
	 r/w	 Search type
STATUS	 ao	 Status of scan
NCORCV	 ro	 Encoder readings recieved flag




	 Pulse and encode	 i
CONDSP	 Console display
88100
	 Gets data from Biomation
IRXCi
	
Changes input range if reeuested
IRXC2
	
Reeuests input range change if needed
SEARXC	 Gets Peak from si gnal data
RECXC
	
Records Peak in PD array
9
Functional Description:
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TEXCON - Tektronix common
Item	 access	 descristioo




ERASE	 Erases Tektronix screen
HONE	 Homes cursor on Tektronix terminal
^.^ CHOUT	 Outputs characters to Tektronix
BELL	 Rings bell on Tektronix
YRTLSI	 Sends command Packets to LSI-11
Functional Descriptiont
91XC Prompts the user to select either the 'scan' or 'no scan'	 op-
tion.	 If	 'no	 scan'	 is selectede Parameters in commons are set up to
allow multi ple Pulses at the current scanner Position. It 'scan' is se-
lected,	 SIX	 sends	 an 'encode on reset' command the the LSI-il.	 When
the reset button on the remote control is Pressed and releasedr the	 en-
coder
	
readings are sent to the 11/45 and become the center of the scan.
Common variables are set u p to cause the selected scan to	 be	 executed
when 0 ( go) is entered.
i
i
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Calling Sesuencet CALL St
External Referencest Commons




SRCHTP	 wo Search tVPe
i_ TX1
	
r/w Total scan low x
TYl
	
r/w Total scan low Y
STATUS	 wo Status of scan
NCDR	 ro Encoder readings
" XLIAl	 we Low X limit of scan
YLIN1	 we Low Y limit of scan
XLIH2	 wo High X limit of scan
YLIN2
	
wo High Y limit of scan
CONAND	 wo Command to LSI-11
NCORCY	 r/w Encoder readings recieved flag
' SCOWIN	 wo Scan finithed'flas
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RO - Points into the MP array
R1 - indexes the MINT and BPOINT arrays
R4 - indicates number of row to be searched
These resisters represent return arguments and maw be	 modified. Other
registers are disturbed.
External References: Commons
XCCON - transducer characterization common
Item	 access	 desctiatioo
CURES	 to	 Current contour line threshold
PSi	 r/w	 Current Point status
FDY	 r/w	 Current Y value (row number)
BP	 r/w	 'Back' Point
POPNTR	 r/w	 Pointer to PO and POS
SBFL6	 to	 Fla! to	 SBTWP
SFSP	 to	 Status array for front/back Points
MINT	 to	 'Front' Points arrow
BPOINT	 to	 'Back' Points straw
PO	 wo	 Points out of CPLOT Processing
POS	 wo	 Status array for elements of PO
PD	 to	 Peak data array
External Referencest Subroutines
Dame	 desctiatioo
INSP	 Inserts Points into PO/POS
Functioal Description:
SBTWP searches a row in the PD arrow 	 between	 two	 front	 or back
Points	 which	 are	 discontinuous.	 Points which are found to be on the
contour line at the given threshold are added to the PO array and marked
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Modulet SCANXC - initiates scans and communicates with LSI-11
Lansuaget Macro-11









Commons	 REpR	 Y AG
XCCO14 —transducer characterization common	 pRIG1^At'
Ilse	 access	 desctistion
SPEAK	 wo	 Current scan Peak
PDPNTR
	 wo	 Pointer to Peak date arraw (PD)
SCHCON - scan common
Item access desctistioc
SOURCE ro Data source
SRCHTP ro Search twpe
STATUS ro Status of scan
XLINi ro Low X limit of scan
YLINi ro Low Y limit of scan
XLIN2 ro Nish X limit of scan
YLIM2 ro High Y limit of scan
COMAND wo Command to LSI-11
CMDAT M wo Data for commond to LSI-11
NCDRCV wo Encoder readings recieved flag
.^ SCNFIN wo Scan finished flog
AXIS ro Scan axis 0/1 --? X/Y
MIN ro Scan increment
Ell SPCNT wo Scan Pass count
DDOCOM - debug common
Item	 access	 desctiatioo
`-	 TFCNT	 wo	 Count of missed Points
External References: Subroutines
i. Gam!	 desetiatioa
4 ARN	 Arms Diomation 6100
CONDSP	 Console disPlav routine
WRTLSI	 Sends Rackets to LSI-11
Functional Description:
When SOURCE 0 1r control returns to callin g	routine without	 any
action	 being	taken.	 When SOURCE a 1r two Possible actions exist.	 The
action taken depends on the values of STATUS and SRCHTP. If STATUS 0 0
or	 SRCHTP	 - Or a 'Pulse and encode' command (3) is sent to the LSI-air
and control returns to the calling routine.	 Otherwiser an X/Y	 scan	 is
initiated	 bw setting all common variables to their start of scan values
and sending a 'scan' command (4) to the LSI - 11.
j
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External Referencest Commons








COMIP	 r/w	 Communications in Progress flag
External Reterencest I/O Registers
addsess access	 dasctialioo
167740	 r/w	 Command Status Register of DRii-C to LSI-11
167742	 wo	 Write data register of DR11-C to LSI-11
Functional Description:
WRTLSI Passes variable length Packets of data to the LSI-11 across
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' Modulet SEARXC - search Peak window
Landueget Maero-11
Called BYt RTL
Calling Sesuencet CALL SEARXC
s
External Reterencest Commons
IBUF - data butter common;
`
Iteo	 access	 desctistioo OF
al
?60?.IHUf	 roRaw data butter
RF^^pDuc
^- DSPCOM - disp law common pRIG11`'AL
t	 Item	 access	 desctiatioo
i	 TWND
	 ro	 Time windows
TUNDT	 ro	 Time window tupes
i
1
	 XCCOM - transducer characterization common
.	 ILme	 access	 descaistionr
	
	
PEAK	 wo	 Point Peak
F
S	 Functional Description:
U SEARXC searches the R window in the , raw data and finds the .Teak
value.	 It no R window has been Placed or the window has zero lengthr
control is returned to callin g
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Module: SPD - scan Peak date
Language: Macro-11
Called DO CPLOT
Calling Seeuence: CALL SPD
External References: Commons
XCCON - .transducer characterization common
Itaa	 access descsistioo
CTHRES	 wo	 Current contour line threshold
AST"	 r/w	 Arrow status
SFBP(100)	 r/w	 Status of F/B Points
FPOINT(100) wo	 'Front' Points (bwte)
BPOINT(100) r/w	 'Back' Points (bwto)
PD(10000)	 to	 Peak data
a
Functional Description:
SPD scans &across the rows of the PD arra y to find one 'front'
Point and one 'back • Point on each of the rows selected for Processing.
Rows where no 'front' Point is found are deselected for the next search
Pass. A row is selected for Processin g bw setting the coresponding bwte
r in the SFBP straw to a non-zero values It ASTAT s2t the search begins at*
the left and of the rows. It ASTAT • it the search begins after the
last •back' Point for the row. If no 'front' Point is found after
search of all rowst ASTAT is cleared indicatin g that Processing of the
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Module$ STUBXC
Language$ Macro-11
Entry Points$ DBETUP9 82 rFCLOSE, NZBCANP ZMOVE
Called Dvt CNTRXC. XC
{ Functional Descriptiont
j Control is returned to culling nodule with no action taken. BTUBXC
Provides
	 recovery	from attempts to call upon features-not vet included
;i
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Nodule: XC - transducer characterization driver
Language: Macro-11
Called BY: Console control
Run Proeeedure: •RU XC
External References: Commons
NTRCON - inter module common
Use	 access	 descaimtioo
RENTR	 ro	 Option to be selected.on reentry to CNTRXC
TEKNOD - Tektronix common
Item	 access	 dasexiatioo	 .




BEOXC	 XC initialization routine
CNTRXC	 Control and operator interface routine
BSETUP	 Biomation setup routine
MOVE
	
Z axis move routine
SCANXC	 Scan initiation routine
RTL	 Real time loop
MZSCAN	 Mrites complete scan to disk
UNPACK	 Unpacks raw data for display
DISPXC	 Displays data on g raphics terminal
Functional Description:
The XC module drives the transducer characterization task and di-
rects keyboard entries to the control module CNTRXC.
r
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n..
row
Module$ XCAXIS - puts up axes and borders for contour Plots
i,	 Lanswse$ Marro-11,
t1	 Called 8Y$ OISPXC
Calling Semuenest CALL OISPXC
External Retereneess Cassano
SCNCOM - scan Casson
$tam	 access	 descriatioo
TXi	 to	 X coordinate of scan center
TYi	 to	 Y coordinate of scan center
TZ1	 to	 Z coordinate of scan center





j	 TWNDT	 to	 Ties window tvpes
XCCON - transducer characterization common
Item	 access	 d ass sistioo
( 	 XDCRID	 to	 Transducer ID
PNUM	 to	 Plot number




SMPLID	 to	 Sample ID (ball ID)
t
IBUF - data buffer common
t -4	 Item	 access
	
deseziatioo
IUTS	 to	 Sample rate units
i
IRMO	 to	 Sample rate range
ATPARA - Siomation common
Item	 access	 descriatioo
TOLY1	 to	 ROD of tri gger delow (BCD)
TDLY2	 to	 2nd di git of trigger delay
TOLY3	 to
	
LSD of tri gger delay
External References$ Subroutines
as"	 descsiaf ioo
,.	 CHOUT	 Outputs messages to the terminal
i	 IPLOT	 Plots Points and lines on the Tektronix
Functional Description$
XCAXIS Puts up axes and border messa ges for the contour Plots.
i '	 Windowed distance from ball is calculated internals. It is assumed that
the R window has been Pieced centered on the ball's front surface signal
and that the conective fluid is water.
D-29
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Appendix D - XC Module Descriptions	 1 Nov 79
In addition to the modules described on the provios pages there are
two sets of other modules included in the transducer characterization
task.
The first group is that set of modules which are identical in func-
tion to modules in the primary ultrasonics task but which differ in the
common areas which thew use. These are tabulated below.






The second set of modules are completlw identical with the modules
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Description of XC Common Areas
Nine named common areas are included in the transducer 	 cheracteri-•
zation task#
am roads mesa
ATPARA 40 Diomation control parameters
low 2062 Now data butter
MOON 2 Tektronix interface
DSPCON 133 Displaw parameters
OHM 2 Debug data
NTRCON S Oonerol task Parameters
SCNCON 61 Scan parameters
RCOCM 59 Recording Parameters
XCCON 12509 Transducer data
The first five of these are identical to commons of the seem 	 name	 used
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Appendix E - XC Colson Descriptions	 1 Nov 79
Cossont NTRCON - inter-sodule common




0 RENTR First option to be selected on rtentry
 to CNTRXCr
single ASCII character. It stro p
 will wait top
operator input.
2	 STARTX	 Start of dispiaved data in ISUfr offset in words.
Deform,
 UNPACK# STARTX is offset in bvtoso
A	 RENTR2
	 Sub-option to be selected otter MTN is selected.
-1 it unused.
S	 SSACT	 Sass scan active ?logo
I
E-2
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Cossont RCDCOM - recording common
Accessed Byt CNDSPXPDUMPXCPBEBXC.fl1INOX.6ALLPCNTRXCtXCAXIS
onset was desciiation
0 RON Recording on flat
I 2 FBPNTR File block pointerr contains absolute address of
RAD50 fileblock.	 Tf aerot no active file
4 RBUF(4) RAD50 tileblock for optional file
12 FBL File butter length. Always s 10.
14 FBUF(10) ASCII filename buffer (bytes)
24 DFLT M RAD50 fileblock to p default file
32 DBL Default filename length. Always s 109
34 FSTAT file statust I n existing file
46 FSTAT! Device full tlat (no room to p file)
48 YCHNUM 4rite channel number for recordin g data 
50 RCHNUM Read channel number
52 CHNUN Active channel number
54 DLKNUN Number of current block in file
36 BLKCNT Black countt total number of blocks in file
88 Unused
60 THXCD Threshold exceeded flog(unused)
62 OBPNTR Unused
64 XDCRID(6) Transducer Identiticationr ASCII












Colson! SCNCOM - scan common
Accessed Br! CNDSPXr DUNPXCr BEOXCr • 81XCr 8CANXCr CNTRXCr LSINTXr
TEKNOXr RECXCr PNEr RTLr XCAXIS
S	
ottsmt as" desolation
0 SOURCE Data sourcat !=real timer 2srecorded data. 3ssase
scan
2 SRCHTP Search tupet Osno searchr is total scan
4 TX1 X coordinate of center of scan
6 TYi Y coordinate of center of scan
8 tzi Z coordinate to center at scan
10 Spares(9) Unused
28 STATUS status of scant - lsno scanrOsscan completer i*scan
in Progressr2=new scan
30 8psres(5) Unused
40 NCDR ( 7) Encoder reading from L8I-11. Only ist 3 are used.
They are X9Y9Z.
54 XLIN1 Low X limit of scan
56 YLIM1 Low Y limit of scan
58 XLIN2 High X limit of scan
60 YLIM2 High Y limit of scan
62 COMAND Command to LSI-11 . 	 The valid commands are listed
in the section on SCAN.
64 CNDAT(9) Command data to p LSI-11. The command formats are
listed in the section on SCAN
82 NCDRCV Encoder readings recieved flag
84 SCHFIN Scan tinnished flag
86 AXIS Scan axis 0/1 --> X/Y
Be NUMPNT Number of Points on scan axis
90 DXMIN Scan increment
92 LSIDAT(11) Data from LBI-11.	 Only 4 words are used. Format
listed in SCAN
114 ERROR Scan error count or flag
116 ARIVED Move command completion flag
118 COMIP Communications in Progress flag
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0 PEAK Peak of current Pulse
2 IRRQ Input range change reauest flag
4 SPEAK Scan Peak.
6 XDCRID(6) Transducer Identification
12 IRCMD Input range command for Diosation
14 CTHRES Current contour line threshold
16 PSi Current Point status (for ORDER)
18 FBY Current Y value/row number (ORDER)
20 FP Current 'front' Point
22 BP Current *back s Point
24 ASTAT Array status: 0=all Points
found. 2 = beginning new array
26 POPNTR Pointer into PO and POS arrays
28 LPADR Address of last Point Processed by ORDER
30 PCNT(9) Percentage message in CHOUT compatible form
48 XFACT Scale factor for X axis of display - 7
SO YFACT Scale factor for Y axis of display - 7
52 XOFF X axis offset for display s Always = 162
54 YOFF Y axis offset for display Always = 30
56 CCNTR Column counter
58 Spares(IS) Unused
94 PNUM Plot number. 0-3 r for CPLOT
96 ARACT Auto-ranging active flag
98 LBLMIN Minumum Point count for line to be labeled.
100 OPCNT Ordered Point count
102 PDPNTR Pointer into PO array
104 SBFLO Flag to SBTWP
106 POSIND End of POs arrow
108 PSCNT Pass count for scan
110 SFOP Status arrow for front/back Points
210 FPOINT Front Points array
310 OPOINT Back Points arrow
312 PO(1536) Points out of MOT
3384 POS(1536) Status of PO Points
4920 PD(10000) Peak data array (100.x1000
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ORIGINAL pAGE S p THEPOOR
Casson! XCCON - transducer characterization common
Accessed Owl CNDSPr ORDER• PLTCLr SCANXCr IRXCr SBTWPr VOP
DUNPXCrCPLOTr LSINTXr Dlr BALLP DISPXCr RECXCr RTLr SEARXCr XCAXIS
E-5
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A pp endix G
KSCN3 Module Descriptions
The scanner control s ystem (KSCN3) runs on the LSI-11 microcomputer
and communicates with the PDP 11/45 and the scanner controler hardware.
The s y stem consists of six Pro g ram modules which are described in this
appendix.
KSCN3
	 - S y stem driver	 Rl i	
C)`, THE,
CM2	 - Performs linear scan
	
0,11	 POOR
CM4	 - Performs X/Y scan
POINT	 - Sends scanner to a Point
WTPNT	 - Waits for liven Point on scan axis
NCDR	 -
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Module: KSCN3 - main p ro g ram for KSCN3
Lan guage: Macro-11
Entry Points: CM69 ERRSNDr KENSCN
KENSCN - driver and initialization
External References: Commons
KENCOM - KSCN3 s y stem common
Iteo	 access	 descrietion
COMAND r/w Last command	 recieved	 from	 11/45
CMDAT(9) r/w Command data
XPCOR(4) ro Correction	 factors
RID wo Outgoing p acket	 ID	 for	 11/45
SPEED ro Speed of scanner
STATUS r/w Status of current operation
RDY45 r/w 11/45	 read y	flag
External	 References:	 I/O Registers
address access descrietioo
300 wo Reset button	 interu p t	 vector	 address
302 wo Reset button interu p t status
334 wo 11/45	 interu p t	 vector	 address	 (DR11	 .nt..	 A)
336 wo 11/45	 interu p t	 status
167740 r/w CSR for	 DR11
	
to	 11/45
167742 wo Write	 reg ister	 for	 DR11	 to	 11/45
167744 ro Read	 resister for	 DR11	 to	 11/45
167770 r/w CSR for scanner controler interface
167772 wo Write	 re g ister	 for	 scanner controller
167774 ro Read	 re g ister from	 scanner Controller	 (status)
External References: Subroutines
Game	 descri2tioo
CM2	 Scans a line and Pulses at intervals
CM4	 Scans a Plane area and p ulses on g rid points
NCDR	 Gets encoder readings
POINT	 Sends scanner to s p ecified Point
Functional Description:
When run from the consoler KENSCN initializes common areas• enables
interup ts and waits for first interliPt. When an interli p t from the 11/45
occurs ► the command Packet is acce pted and subroutines are called to
Perform the re quested scanner function, Currentl y su pp orted commands
are described in fi g ures G-1 and G-2.
When the entr y Point CM6 is called as a sub rout ine+ the current
scanner status Packet is sent to the 11/45 . This is described in r i g
-ure G-3.
When entr y Point ERRSND is called b y a direct Jum p , the s tatus is
set to indicate an error condition and the status Packet is sent to the
11/45. After the Packet is sent ► the Pro g ram waits for the next ir,-
terupt.
When an interu p t from the remote control reset button occurs+ a
fla g is set in KENCOM and a return from interli p t occurs
Some 11/45 interu p ts are com p leted b y an RTI instruction and others
are not. Commands which are not terminated with an RTI reset the stac^
p ointer and cause Previosl y active o p erations to be discarded. Normaly
terminated commands ma y be issued while other commands are :n Progress.
However ► this feature should be.used with caution as anomoious operation
G-2
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ma y result. Several of the commands are of such a nature that they
never become the 'active o p eration.' The termination and activit y status













X Reset - sto p scanner.	 reset KENSCN
X Proceed to s p ecified point
X Scan	 line
X Pulse and send encoder	 readings
X Scan	 re g ion	 in Plane
Sto p Scanner
Send status
X Send encoder	 readin g s on	 reset
Pulse authorization 	 (command 2
	
or	 4	 active)
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I
w ^
Module: CM2 - scan command two
Lan g ua ge:	 Macro-11 7i^
Called Bv:	 KSCN3 ► CM4
Callin g Seauence: CALL CM2
External References: Commons
KENCOM - KSCN3 s ystem common
Item access descriatioo
OUTDAT wo Outgoing Packet to 11/45
XDIR ro X axis	 direction of movement	 1/0
YDIR ro Y axis	 direction	 of	 movemen` -.
LPSA ro Last Point seen on scan axis
STATUS wo Status	 of current operation
FPX ro X coordinate of	 'from'	 Point
FPY ro Y coordinate	 of	 "from"	 Point,
TPX r/w X coordinate of	 'to'	 point
TPY r/w Y	 coordinate	 of	 'to'	 Point, ,fir
SCNAX ro Scan axis





	 overshoot factor +
External	 References: I/O Registers,
address access descrietioo
• Jt167772 wo Write	 re g ister	 for	 scanner	 controller
167774 ro Read status	 re g ister for scanner controller
External	 References: Subroutines
oame descrietioo
DELAY Causes app roximatel y	90	 micro s.	 deiav
ERRSND Sends error status Packet and waits
NCDR Gets encoder readings
POINT Sends scanner	 to a Point
WTPNT Waits for a Point	 and Pulses when	 there
Functional Description:
CM2 scans a line+ Pulsin g and takin g encoder readin g s at a fix=ed
increment alon g the scan. If RDY45 has not been set and the scanner ar-
rives at a Pointy a 'missed Point' messa ge is sent to the 11/45.
Otherwise ► the encoder readin g s are sent.
G-4
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Module: CM4 - scan command 4
Lan g ua ge: Macro-11
Called B y : KENSCN
Callin g Seauence: CALL CM4
External References: Commons
KENCOM - KSCN3 s y stem common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
CMDAT	 ro	 Command data
XDIR	 ro	 Direction of movement on X axis
YDIR	 ro	 Direction of movement on Y axis
STATUS	 wo	 Status of current operation
FPX	 r/w	 X coordinate of 'from' Point
FPY	 r/w	 Y coordinate of 'from' Point
TPX	 r/w	 X coordinate of 'to' Point
SCNAX	 wo	 Scan axis
OVRHNG
	 ro	 Intentional overshoot factor
External References: I/O Resisters
address	 access	 descrietioo
167772	 wo	 Write command re g ister for scanner controller





Scans a line and Pulses at intervals
CM6
	
Sends a status Packet to the 11/45
DELAY
	
	 Causes a short dela y for scanner controller command
acceptance
ERRSND	 Sets status to 'error' and sends status packet
POINT	 Issues commands to send scanner to a point
WTPNT	 Waits for a Point and Pulses when there
Functional Description:
CM4 Performs an X/Y scan - Pulsin g at reg ular intervals in a grid.
After each Pulse? the encoders are read and sent to the 11/45. Two
g rids are Provided: one is a normal g rid where the rows of Points are
ali gned in both axis directions and the other is a g rid in which every
other row is offset b y half an increment. The offset g rid is most com-
monl y used by the Primar y ultrasonics task. and the soijare g rid is used
b y the transducer characterization s y stem. At the end of each Pass or,
the scan axis? an 'end of Pass' status messa g e is sent to the 11/45.
Before each Pulse ► an authorization si gnal (command 8) must be recieved
from the 11/45. If it is not recieved when the transducer is at a Arid
coordinate? a 'missed Point' si g nal is sent to the 11/45 and no rulse
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Module: POINT - routine to send scanner to a Point
Lan gua g e: Macro-11




XPNT is the X coordinate
YPNT is the Y coordinate
SPEED is the s peed for both aces
CORR is a table of correction factors
CORR(1)	 - X axis ► Positive direction
CORR(2)	 - Y axis? Positive direction
CORR(3)
	
- X axis ► ne g ative direction
CORR(4)	 - Y axisr ne gative direction
ERR is an error fla g r if set ► Point is out of range
note: Each element of CORR is that distance which will cause the scanner
to move 1000(8) counts in the s p ecified axis and direction.
External References: Commons
KENCOM - KSCN3 s ystem common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
XLIM1	 ro	 X axis low limit
XLIM2	 ro	 X axis hi gh limit
YLIM1	 ro	 Y axis low limit
YLIM2	 ro	 Y axis hi gh limit
XDIR	 wo	 Direction of X axis motion 0/1
YDIR	 wo	 Direction of Y axis motion
External References: I/O Registers
address	 access	 descrietioo
167762	 wo	 Pulse counts re g ister fo scanner controller
167772	 wo	 Command re g ister for scanner controller
Functional Description:
POINT issues the commands to the scanner controller to send the
scanner to a g iven point. Return is immediate - POINT does not wait for
command completion.
G-6
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Module: WTPNT - waits for point and Pulses
Lan gua g e: Macro-11
Called B y : CM2
Calling Seouence:
CALL WTPNT(AXISPPOINTPPLSFLGPERROR)
where: AXIS is	 the	 scanin g axis
POINT is	 the Point	 on	 the scan	 a::is	 to	 be	 waited	 for
PLSFLG is	 the	 p ulse	 fla g : if	 set	 ► 	 p ulse	 is	 sent when
at or p ast	 Point.
ERROR is	 set	 if scanner sto p s before	 desired	 Point	 is
seen.
External	 References: Connons
KENCOM - KSCN3 s ystem common
Item access descrietioo
XDIR ro Direction of X axis motion 0/1
Y,9IR ro Direction of	 Y	 axis motion
LPSA wo Last Point on scan axis
RDY45 r/w 11/45	 readw	 flag




167764	 ro	 Encoder readin g s register
167772	 wo	 Scanner controller command register
167774	 ro	 Scanner controller axis motion states
Functional Description:
WTPNT waits for a g iven Point on the scan axis and Pulses when
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I
Module:	 NCDR - g ets encoder	 readings
Lan gua g e:	 Macro-11






KENCOM - KSCN3 sustem common
Iles	 access	 descriatioo
RID	 r/w	 Record
	 ID	 (	 to	 11/45)
OUTBUF	 r/w	 Outgoing data
	
(	 to 11/45)
LPSA	 ro	 Last Point on scan axis
External References: 	 I/O Registers
address	 access	 descrieLioo
167764	 ro	 Encoder	 readin g	register




DELAY	 Produces short dela y for command acce p tance	 1
Functional Description:
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G Appendix H
REPI:O!jli
KSCN3 Common C!:;I1,!'I*Y Op THI:
ORIGII`;AL I':UrL IS POnR
Casson: KENCOM - KENSCN swstem common
Accessed 20 KSCN3vCM29 CH49 POINTt YTPNTP NCDR
GM came desexisticc
0 COMAND Last command recieved from 11/45
2 CMOAT M Command data
20 XPCOR Positive X direction correction factor
22 YPCOR Positive Y direction correction factor
24 XNCOR Negative x direction correction factor
26 YPCOR Negative Y direction correction factor
28 RID Outgoing packet ID for 11/43
30 OUTDATl10) Outgoing packet to 11/45 Onlw 3 words used.
50 XLIM1 Encoder reading at low X limit of scanner
52 XLIM2 Encoder reading at high X limit of scanner
54 YLINI Encoder reading at low Y limit of scanner
56 YLIM2 Encoder reading at hi gh Y limit of scanner
$8 SPEED Speed of scanner (both axis)
60 XOIR Direction of X axis movement 1/0 --> -/+
62 YDIR Direction of Y axis movement
64 LPSA Last Point soon on scan axis
66 ZLIHI Encoder readin g at low Z limit of scanner
68 ZLIh2 Encoder readin g at hi gh X limit of scanner
70 STATUP Status of current operation! Oadonar l ain Pregrtssp
2s
	
r -l a error
72 FPX X coordinate of 'from' Point
74 FPY Y coordinate of 'from' Point
76 TAX X coordinate of 'to' Point
78 TPY Y coordinate of 'to' Point
80 SCNAX Scan axis
'	 82 INCR Scan increment
64 MAXOVR Maximus overshoot allowed
86 ROY45 11/45 readw flag
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of tour p rogram modules!
Inputs command string and opens files
Data indexing driver
Expands coagressed si gnal data
Writes index records to disk
:ribed in the following pastes.
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Modulet DIND - data indexin g driver





DDD	 is a device (default is DKO)
NNNNNN	 is a file name ( no default)
XXX	 is an extension
(default is .IND for outputP .DAT for input)
External References: Commons
INDCOM - index common
Item	 access	 desctietioo
DSTAT	 r/w	 Data status 00--> I:o'•ore data
CBLK	 wo	 Block number in data file
DBPNTR	 wo	 Pointer into OUTBUF
ICHNUM	 ro	 Index channel number
DCHNUM	 ro	 Data channel number
IH(256)	 ro	 Index header
External References: Subroutines
blase	 desctistioo
CSICAL	 Gets command strings and opens files
SCAND	 Reads data file and ex pands recorded data
WIR	 Writes index records to index file
External References: Files/LUNS
LUN	 actions desctietioo
WCHNUM	 WPC	 Index file
RCHNUM	 C	 Data file
Functional Description:
DIND first prompts the user for a command strin g givin g the two
files to be used in the index Proccessin g . An index file is produced
for use in accessing the given data file. This file consists of an
index header block and several index blocks. The format of these is
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Table D-1
Index Header Block
FB(4)	 Four word file descri ptor for data file
NORP	 Number of recorded points
NIB	 Number of index blocks
XLIM1





': ;I " t } , `	 ►D POD
YLIM2
ZPNT Z coordinate of scan
TDLY Total tri gger delay
IUTS Sample rate units*
IRNO Sample rate Pang@*
INCR Scan increment
OF Offset scan flag
XDCRID(6) 6 Byte transducer ID
SMPLID(18) 18 byte samp le ID
IBLIM(5945) 45 element index of index
X1 X of 1st Point in index block
YLO Y of 1st Point in index block
X2 X of last Point in index block
YHI Y of last Point in index block
XDIRItXDIR2
	 Direction of X movement at top






Y	 Y coordinate	 t
DBLK	 Block number
OFFSET	 Offset in block
There are 64. Point records Per index block.
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Module: CSICAL calls Command Strin g Interpreter.
Language: Macro-11
Called By : DIND
Calling Seauence: CALL CSICAL.
External References: Commons
INDCOM - index common
Item	 access	 descriatioo
ICHNUM	 ro	 Index channel number
DCHNUM	 ro	 Read channel number
FB	 wo	 File descri ptor block for data file
External References: Files/LUNS
LUM	 actions descrimtioo
WCHNUM	 0	 Index file
RCHNUM	 0	 Data file
Functional Description:
CSICAL prompts the user for a command strin gy fetches the reouired
handlers and opens the data and index files reouested b y the command
string y Any file errors are reported on the console. The data file
descri ptor block is saved in the index header area.
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Modules SCANDI - reads the data file and ex pands data
Language: Macro-11
Called 90 DIND
Calling Seouence: CALL SCAND
External References: Commons
INDCOM - index common
Item	 access	 description




	 Low x value of recorded data
STOPX	 r/w	 End of recorded data in IBUF
XPNT	 wo	 X coordinate of Point
YPNT	 wo	 Y coordinate of Point
CSLK	 r/w	 Block number for data file
DBPNTR	 r/w	 Pointer into OU TBUF
OBPNTi	 wo	 Offset at start of expansion
OBLKN	 wo	 Block number at start of expansion
DCHNUM	 ro	 Reed channel number
TWOFFS
	 wo	 T•••je window offset





ZPNT	 wo	 Z coordinate of scan
TDLY	 wo	 Total tri gger delay
IUTSB	 wo	 Data rate units
IRNO	 wo	 Transducer identification
IBUF	 wo	 Expanded data buffer
OUTBUF,	 r/w	 Compressed data buffer
$See ATPARA descri ption for format
External References: Files/LUNS
LUY	 actioos descsistioo
RCHNUN	 r	 Data file
Functional Description:
SCANDI expands data at indicated block and offset into IBUF. 	 See
descri ption! of RECOR and SCAND for details of com p ressed data forest.
•i;
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Module: MIR - writes index records to disk
Language: Macro - 11
Called By : DIND
Calling Seeuence: CALL MIR
External References: Commons	 fINOCOM - index common
Item	 access	 descriatioc
DSTAT	 to	 Data status - I • last Point
XPNT	 to	 X coordinate of Point
YPNT	 to	 Y coordinate





Offset of start of Point in block
ICHNUM	 to	 Index file channel number
NORP	 r/w	 Number of recorded Points
NIB	 r/w	 Number of index blocks
IBLIM	 wo	 Index of index blocks	 t
IRS
	
wo	 Index block buffer
External References: Files/LUNS
LUY	 actions descsiatioo
WCHNUM	 w	 Index file
Functional Description:
MIR writes Point records to the index file, The IRS buffer is
wr ,.'.ten to disk when it is filled or when DSTAT is non-zero on entry to
MIR. If disk errors are detected thew are re ported on the swstem con-
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The Data Indexing swstem contains one common area.ti
t
Casson: INDCOM - index common
Accessed Pwt CSICAL. DINDP SCANDI9 MIR
offset oase 'lesctiatioo
±	 0 DSTAT Data status: 0•more data remaining ► l=end of data
2 STARTX Low X value of data to be Processed
4 STOPX High X value of data to be Processed
6 XPNT Current X coordinate
8 YPNT Current Y coordinate
10 CDLK Current block number in data file
12 DBPNTR Data buffer pointer
14 O2PNTI Old 08PNTR
16 OILKN Old block number
18 ICHNUM Index channel number
20 DCHNUM Data channel number
22 Spares(5)
32 IH(256) Index header block ( includes next 256 words)
32 F214) Fileblock for data file
40 NORP Number of recorded Points
42 NIB Number of index blocks
44 Spares(3)
50 XLIM1 Low X limit of scan
52 YLIM1 low Y limit of scan
54 XLIM2 High X limit of scan
56 YLIM2 High Y limit of scan
58 ZPNT Z coordinate of scan
60 TDLY Total tri gger delaw
62 IUTS Esmple rate units
64 IRNO Sasple rate range
66 INCR Scan increment
68 OF Offset scan flag
70 XDCRID(6) ASCII transducer identification
76 SMPLID(18) ASCII ball description
94 IRLIM95945) 45 element index of index
544 IRS(256) Index record buffer
1056 1BUF(2048) Expanded data buffer (bwtes)
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Digital Ultrasonic Si gnal Analisis
A pp endix M - PEX Module Description
A ppendix M
PEX Module descriptions
There are tour modules in PEX. These are:
LUPID	 Looks u p p oints in index:
PEX	 Main Point extraction routine
PEXI	 PEX initialization routine
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Module:	 PEX - main Point extraction	 routine
Lan gua g e:	 Macro -	 11






XSC ro X	 scan conversion
YSC ro Y scan conversion
XPNT Wo X coordinate of re quested Point
YPNT wo Y coordinate
DBPNTR wo Data	 block.	 Pointer
SBLK r/w Block where Point to be found
SOFFS ro Offset of Point	 in block.
TWOFFS ro Time window offset
TDLY ro Total	 tri gg er delay
EXDCOM - extracted data common
Item access descrietioe
DSTAT ro Data	 status,	 O=Point found
XS ro X coordinate of re quested Point
YS ro Y coordinate of reauested Point
TWDLY wo Total	 windowed	 delay
External References: Subroutines
came	 descrietioo
LUPID	 Looks U p Points in inde;c.
SCANDP	 Expands data of re quested Point.
w
Functional Description:
PEX attemp ts to extract the data for a
Plane of a recorded scan. If the Point is
scam PEX will return with DSTAT =1. If the
scan limitsr PEX will return with DSTAT =
PEX will return with DSTAT = 0. The request
TWDLY? STARTX and STOPX will contain updated
sin g le Point in the X/Y
not found but is within the
Point is outside of the
-1. If the Point is foljnd ►
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Module: LUPID - Looks u p Points in index.
Lan g ua g e: Macro - 11
Called BY: PEX
Callin g Seolience: CALL LUPID
External Refe , ences: commons
PEXCOM - Point extraction common
lies	 access	 descrietioo
XPNT	 ro	 X coordinate to be found
YPNT	 ro	 Y coordinate
SBLK	 wo	 Block number of Point
SOFFS	 wo	 Offset of Point in block.
COB	 r/w	 Current index: bl,ock number
INDCH	 ro	 Channel number of index file
NIB	 ro	 Number of index blocks
IBLIM	 ro	 Index to index
IRS	 r / w	 Current index: block. (if an--j)
EXDCOM - extracted data common
Item	 access	 descrietion
DSTAT	 wo	 Data status








ICHNUM	 r	 Index file
Functional Description:
LUPID searches IBLIM to determine which index block contains the
realiested Point. If the needed index block is not alread y in memor y ► it
is loaded into IRS. The index block is then searched to find the re-
ouested Point.	 If the Point is p resent in the indexr DSTAT is cleared
and the block number and offset of the Point are returned in SBLK and
SOFFS. If the re quested Point is determined to be absent from the
index ►
 DSTAT is set to a non-zero value and control is returned to the
callin g routine.
m- 3
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Module:	 PEXI	 - Point extraction	 initialization
Lan gua g e:	 Macro	 - 11
Callin g Seouence:	 CALL PEXI
External	 References: Commons
PEXCOM - Point extraction common
Item	 access descrieLioo
XSC	 wo X scan conversion A






DCHNUM	 ro Data	 file channel	 number
CIB	 wo Current	 index	 block	 number
INDCH	 ro Index file channel	 number
IH	 r/w Index header {
FB	 rot File	 block	 for	 data	 file(in	 IH) i
XLIM1
	




IRNG	 rot Sample	 rate	 ran g e	 (in	 IH)
*Items marked	 ro	 in the	 IH buffer are	 read from disk but	 are not modi-
fied thereafter.
EXDCOM - extracted data common
Item	 access	 descrietio q
STYP	 wo	 Scan type
DSTAT	 wo	 Data status	 *i
FUPS	 wo	 Fundamental units (of time) Per.sam p le (in tens	 (i
of nanoseconds)
SINCR	 wo	 Scan increment
HXS	 wo	 High X value of scan
HYS
	 wo	 High Y value of scan
External References: Files/LUNS
LUN	 actioos	 descrietioo
INDCH	 r	 Index file
DCHNUM	 o	 Data file
Functional Description:
PEXI attem p ts to read block zero of the file o p ened on the channel
g iven in INDCH. On read failure+ a messa g e is p rinted on the syste:e
console and the p ro g ram ei:its. This block is the inde,< header, 4n at-
tem p t is the made to o p en the file s p ecified in the index: header on the
channel s pecified by DCHNUM. On o p en failures a messa g e is Pr:ntad on
the s y stem console and the Pro g ram exits. Varibles in PEXCOM and EXDCOM
are set to initial values. HXSP HYS? F UPS+ STYP and SINCR are a,^ailable
to the callin g routine and describe the scan in the data file.
M-4
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Module: SCANDP - exp ands com p ressed data
Lan g ua g e: Macro - 11
Callin g Routine: PEX
Callin g Seeuence: CALL SCANDP
External References: Commons
PEXCOM - Point extraction common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
XPNT	 wo	 X coordinate of ex p anded Point
YPNT	 wo	 Y coordinate
CDB	 r/w	 Current Data Block.
DBPNTR	 r/w	 Data buffer Pointer
SBLK	 ro	 Reouested data block
DCHNUM	 ro	 Data file channel nuaber
TWOFFS
	
wo	 Time window offset.
EXXCOM - extracted data common
Item	 access	 descrietioo
DSTAT	 wo	 Data status
STARTX
	
r/w	 Low X value of data
STOPX	 wo	 End of valid data in IBUF
IBUF	 r/w	 Expanded data buffer
External References: Files/LUNS
LUd	 actions	 descrietico
DCHNUM	 r	 Data file
Functional Description:
SCANDP ex pands data at indicated block and offeet into IBUF.	 See
descri ptions of RECOR and SCAND for details.
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A pp endix N - PEX Common Descri p tion	 1 Nov 79
A pp endix N
PEX Common descriptions
There are two common areas in the PEX subs ystem, These are:
EXDCOM	 Extracted data common
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Common: EXDCOM - extracted data common
Accessed B y : LUPIDY PEX? PEXI ► SCANDP and a pp lication programs
offset Dame descrietiao
0 STYP Scan type:	 Offset=l p	Souare=0
2 DSTAT Data status
4 XS Renuested X coordinate	 relative to scan origin
6 YS Reouested Y coordiante
	
relative to scan origin
8 TWDLY Total	 windowed delay
10 FUPS Fundamental	 units	 (of time)	 Per sam p le, (The
fundamental	 unit	 is	 10 ns.)
12 SINCR Scan increment
14 STARTX Start of data to be Processed
16 STOPX End of data to be Processed
	 (relative to IBUF)
18 HXS High X of scan
20 HYS High Y of scan
22 Spares(5)
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A ppendix N - PEX Common Description
t	 Common: PEXCOM - Point extraction common
Accessed
1
Bw:	 LUPIDP PEXP	 PEXIP	 SCANDP
offset oase descriatioo
0 XSC X	 scan conversion	 (offset)
2 YSC Y scan conversion
4 XPNT X coordinate	 relative	 to	 scanner origin
6 YPNT Y coordinate	 relative to	 scanner origin
1	 8 DFBC Data file block	 count
10 CDB Current data block number
12 DBPNTR Data block Pointer
14 SBLK Reauested data block
16 SOFFS Offset of start	 of	 reauested Point
18 DCHNUM Data file channel number
-	 20 CIB Current	 index block	 in	 IRS
I_	
22 INDCH Index	 file channel	 number
24 TWOFFS Time window offset
26 Spares(9)
44 IH(256) Index	 header	 (includes next 256	 words)
44 FB(4) RAD50
	
fileblock	 of	 data	 file
52 NORP Number of	 recorded Points
t	 54 NIB Number of	 index	 blocks
56J1 Spares(3)
62 XLIM1 Lou X	 limit of scan
64 YLIM1 Low Y	 limit	 of	 scan
66 XLIM2 High X	 limit	 of	 scan
68 YLIM2 High	 Y	 limit	 of	 scan
70 ZPNT Z coordinate	 of	 scar,
t	 72 TDLY Total	 tri gg er	 delay
JI	 74 IUTS Sample	 rate units
76 IRNG Sample	 rate	 range
78 INCR Scan increment
j	 80 OF Offset
	
scan	 flag
l	 82 XDCRID(6) Transducer identification
88 SMPLID(18) Sam p le	 identification
106 IBLIM(5 ► 45) 45 element	 index of	 indext
556 IRS(256) Index	 records
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A pp endix I? - PEX Common Description
A pp endix P
Utilities
BTXT:
When the BATCH job BTXT.BAT is runr all files on the s y stem devize
with the extension '.LST' are listed on the console terminal and are







While BATCH is runnin g ► any ke y Pressed on the console terminal will
cause the BATCH handler to han g . Control should be lised to abort the
BATCH job and return to the moniter. BTXT uses the files LST.SAV and
PIP.SAV which must be Present. Tem p orar y files named Or Q,BAT and Q.CTL
are created and deleted.
P-1
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FF:
The utilit y Pro g ram FF.SAV	 is used to out p ut	 listin g s which contain
form	 feed	 characters on terminals which do not p rovide form	 feed ca p a-
bility .	 Each forts feed	 is	 re p laced with the	 e q uivalent number	 of	 line




( p osition	 to to p of	 forts	 befor p ressin g	return)
The






'A.LST'	 on	 the	 conscle	 ter-
minal - substitutin g multi p le	 line feeds for form	 feeds.
SWISH:
SWISH p rovides the ca pabilit y to transfer files 	 between	 the	 11/45
s y stem	 and
	 the LSI-11	 s y stem.	 SWISH uses	 the coamand	 strin g	in±2rper-
eter to p rocess standard command strings.
1.	 On the com puter to which the file	 is	 to	 be sent:
.R SWISH
SDEV:NNNNNN.XXX=




3.	 When	 transfer	 is coTi p lete	 v	 SWISH will	 p rom p t	 for next command.
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Appendix O
Pulser Unit Connections Frontand Panel	 Settings
For
MP-203)




o peration ► 	 the
MR-101)	 as
ultrasonic	 Pulser	 (MetroTek.
well	 as	 the	 associated pulse
conditioner	 (Tektronix PG-501) must be connected correctl y .	 AFPropreate
front
	 Panel settin gs must also	 be	 a pp lied. The followin g cable connec-
L






------ --unit---- --connector-------- -----------
LSI-11 rightmost PG-501 Trig/Duration	 In	 (iPPer)
PG-501 Trig	 out	 (u pp er) MP-203 Ext,	 Trig
MP-203 Pulse Out Xducer Top of search rod
MP-203 Pulse Out MR-101 Transmit
MR-101 Scope Scope Input A
lJ




front Panel	 settin g s should	 be	 used:




Duration 2	 micro	 s.
Am p litude Out 4v
MP-203 Trigger external
Pulse Amp litude variable




t Filter 0.5	 Mhz.
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